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Introduction  
 

The Faculty of Film, Art and Creative Technologies offers a rich portfolio of inter-related 

programmes in a vibrant atmosphere of research, creativity, technology and production. Our 

programmes push discipline boundaries through creative collaboration and interaction. Our strong 

links with the commercial, academic and cultural sectors are an essential part of every 

programme, providing students with experiences in a personal, national and global context. Our 

programmes in Film, Media, Design and Visual Arts provide students with the opportunity to 

develop academically and to explore their professional practice. Our programmes in Technology 

and Psychology focus on people-centred technology in a digital environment. These bring together 

people and technology, exploring the fields of psychology and technology, digital media and 

entertainment, and human computer interaction. From usability to virtual reality, we offer 

programmes that combine technical skill and knowledge with an understanding of how technology 

operates in society. This convergence gives our students opportunities for interdisciplinary 

projects and interaction in both formal and informal ways. All of our programmes enjoy a high 

profile and a reputation for quality and relevance in a fast moving professional environment. 

 

Summary of Programmatic Review Purpose & Process 

Programmatic Review provides the opportunity to: 

• Conduct a critical evaluation of the programmes within the Faculty of Film, Art and Creative 

Technologies 

• Assess the continued effectiveness and efficiency of the programmes in the context of the 

requirements of employers, industry, professional bodies, the economy and International 

developments 

• Review the feedback mechanisms for learners and the processes for acting on this feedback 

• Examine the formal links which have been established with industry, business and the wider 

community in order to maintain the currency of the programmes 

• Evaluate feedback from students, graduates, employers and other stakeholders 

 

Programmes were reviewed and consolidated in the context of the newly formed Faculty with a 

view to future proofing them for the next five years. 
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To this end, programme teams have worked on their individual programmes, with support from 

the Faculty Programmatic Review Steering Group and under the management of the Faculty 

Executive. Cross-Faculty initiatives were led by individual working groups, looking at issues, such as 

a common first year module and a programme of electives in second year. Each programme team 

was tasked with the core writing and research tasks.  Sources such as External Examiners’ reports, 

Validation Panel reports, student feedback, employer feedback, SWOT analysis, Institute Strategy 

etc. were used by the teams to direct the reviews.   

 

Overview of the programme documents: 

• Part A is the programme self-study 

• Part B is the benchmarking of the programme 

• Part C is where the recommendations and changes are stated and discussed 

• Part D is the revised programme for validation including the module descriptors  

• Part E is the programme assessment strategy 
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Part A  Programme Self-Evaluation Report 
 

A1 Programme Details  

Programme Title BA (Hons) in Animation 

Number of Stages 4 

NFQ Level 8 

Area of Specialisation Animation 

Learning Modes Offered  
(Full-time/Part-time/ACCS) 

Full-time 

 

A2 Brief History of the Programme 

1984 was the first year of intake into the National Diploma in Design Communications, 

which also included Animation, within the, then, Dun Laoghaire School of Art and Design, 

which had been formally established in September 1979. In 1989, Dun Laoghaire School of 

Art and Design became Dun Laoghaire College of Art and Design. A one-year ‘Professional 

Animation Course’ was introduced in 1990, with financial support from the Industrial 

Development Authority, and assistance from Walt Disney Studios The course was not 

merely technical but also encouraged creativity.  In 1991, Animation became a single 

subject three year course, within the overall National Diploma in Design Communications. 

Dún Laoghaire Institute of Art, Design and Technology (DLIADT) was established in April 

1997 with a mandate to build on the strengths of the former Dún Laoghaire College of Art 

and Design to create a unique interdisciplinary learning environment, responsive to the 

economic and social needs of the region and the country.  

 

In 2003, the Institute, based on the content, expertise and knowledge encompassed in the 

three year National Diploma in Design Communications in Animation, planned and 

designed a new four year BA (Hons) in Animation programme to replace the three year 

diploma. This new programme aimed to educate students in the design discipline with key 

animation skills by developing their creative talents and abilities in both traditional 

mediums and the latest digital technologies. The' soft skills' were a key component of the 

course, with an emphasis on the development of knowledge and competency in 
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collaborative working practices, team-work, interpersonal skills, business and professional 

practice.  

 

Since 2003, the reputation and standing of the Animation Programme within The National 

Film School has grown substantially. It was the first Level 8 Animation production 

programme in the country. In 2012, IADT Animation was invited to join The European 

Training Network for Animation Schools (ETNA).  Sponsored and facilitated by the 

European Commission’s Media programme, ETNA is described as ‘the elite platform for 

European animation academics’. Twenty-six of the most prestigious animation schools and 

universities in Europe belong to ETNA. 

 

The National Film School (NFS) at IADT was also launched in November 2003. It is a 

professional centre of excellence that both reflects and influences practice in the film, 

animation, broadcasting and digital media industries by providing creative, technical and 

academic education of an international standard. IADT is the only Irish full member of the 

Centre International de Liaison des Ecoles de Cinéma et de Télévision (CILECT), the 

International Association of Film and Television Schools, and the Groupement Européen 

des Ecoles de Cinéma et de Télévision (GEECT), the CILECT regional association. Founded in 

Cannes in 1955, CILECT has 160 members in 60 countries and full membership is open only 

to those film schools whose qualifications, curriculum, facilities, equipment and staff have 

been approved by the Executive Council; additionally, it must be demonstrated that the 

school is successful in training students to the professional level of the country in which it 

operates.  
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A2.1  Overview of the Programme 

Year Programme 

Level 

Number of 

Students 

History of Programme 

1997 National Diploma 60 Pre-existing course becomes part of IADT- 

newly designated as an RTC 

2003 BA (Hons) 100-120 Validation of new four year degree-level 

programme 

2009 BA (Hons) 100-120 Validation of programme at last 

Programmatic Review 

 

Any programme changes since the last Programmatic Review were presented to the 

Programme Validation Committee and approved by Academic Council before 

implementation. Please see Appendix 1: History of Changes to Programmes – Programme 

Validation Committee.  

 

A2.2 External Examiners since last Programmatic Review 

External Examiner Years Affiliation 

Peter Hodges 2014 to present University of South Wales 

Leonie Sharrock 2011 to present  University of Wales, Newport (now University 

of South Wales) 

Professor Paul Wells 2010 to 2013 Loughborough University 

Joanna Quinn 2009 to 2010  Beryl Productions/University of Wales, 

Newport (now University of South Wales) 

Dr Pat Brereton 2009 Dublin City University 

 

A3 Rationale of the Programme 

Our four year, Level 8 Animation programme, builds on the strong tradition of animation 

studies at IADT. Students are offered an exciting mix of creative and technical learning. The 

programme focuses on providing key skills in the first two years and then broadens out to 

allow students to develop within their preferred areas as they progress. It consists of a 

variety of classes focused on practical studio based work and on academic studies.  

The programme aims to provide students with essential animation skills by developing 

their abilities in both traditional media and digital technologies. Core desired outcomes for 

students include animation skill development, collaborative working practice, acquisition of 
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theoretical/critical skills and a knowledge of industry. At the end of Year Four, students 

should be equipped to work in a number of areas including pre and post-production 

design, CGI and special effects, as well as the more traditional animation areas.  

 

A4 Programme Statistics  

 

Figure 1.1: Number of registered students in Stage 1, 2009-2013 
 

 

Figure 1.2: Number of registered students by gender, 2009-2013 
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Figure 1.3: Lowest and median CAO points for students offered a place, 2009-2013 
 

 

Figure 1.4: Average percentage progression year pass rate, by stage of programme, 2009-2013 
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Figure 1.5: Average percentage award classification, 2009-2013 

 

Please also see Appendix 2: Overall Exam Results 2010-2013. 

  

A5 Programme SWOT Analysis 

A SWOT analysis was carried out in November 2013. Following a team meeting focusing 

specifically on Programmatic Review, the analysis below was compiled based on 

contributions from team members, Keith Foran, Michael Connerty, David Quin, and 

Damien Byrne. 
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The status of the programme as a Level 8 honours degree programme offered within the 

Institute of Technology (IoT) sector, and the benefits of The National Film School identity 

are key strengths.  Additionally, the overall ‘generalist’ content of the programme works 

well, with exposure to a broad range of artistic, technical, academic and media skills. 

 

• We have a strong, committed lecturing team, producing flexible, highly skilled 

graduates across a broad range of areas that provide them with diverse 
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• Our student recruitment procedures are strong – the quality of our students is 

excellent and continues to improve. Recent years have seen a steady increase in CAO 

applications.  The small group sizes are a pedagogically desirable asset and 

contribute to the appeal of the programme. 

• There has been a high rate of graduate success in terms of awards and prizes  (See 

A6.1) among both the independent practitioners and those who go on to work in 

industry , and there has been a steady increase in the international profile of the 

programme. 

• Additionally, the programme has a rich history of interaction with industry, which it 

continues to expand, borne out by the numbers of graduates who follow direct paths 

into employment and the success of The National Film School Animation Academy in 

2012. 

 

Weaknesses: 

• Our graduates move on to other colleges, institutes and universities, mostly abroad, 

to pursue postgraduate activities, because we do not provide any such Master’s 

options, especially practice-based  

• We need to engage with FETAC courses such as Coláiste Dhúlaigh and others, to 

allow functioning direct entry into our programme 

• There is a need for guidance mechanisms for students and staff with regard to the 

introduction of new software 

• There is a need to improve the marketing, web presence, profile and publicity for the 

programme 

 

Opportunities: 

• To attempt to extend our coverage of key areas in animation practice and 

production, for example, entrepreneurship, stop-motion and games/app design. 

There is an opportunity to integrate existing modules/subjects more effectively and 

establish firmer links between CCS (Critical and Contextual Studies) and studio 

projects. 
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• The potential also exists to develop a Master’s/postgraduate programme. 

Collaborative research (practical and academic) with external partners could bring in 

revenue, great prestige and great opportunities to our students. 

• We can continue to work to increase our international profile and focus on attracting 

Erasmus students. Membership of The European Training Network for Animation 

Schools, (hereafter called ETNA), provides the opportunity for growth in European 

recognition and engagement. 

 

Threats: 

• We have to be aware of increasing competition from other Irish Higher Education 

providers who are developing programmes in this discipline.  

• Our ability to deliver the programme at the customary high standard is being 

challenged by reduced internal funding, owing to national policy. 

 

A5.1 Achievements of the Programme 

• Accredited member of ETNA since 2012. This organisation is sponsored and 

commissioned by the EU's MEDIA programme, and includes 26 of the most prestigious 

animation schools and universities in Europe. 

• IADT Animation Retrospective (20 years) at Cork Film Festival in 2012 

 

A5.2 Retention Initiatives & Progression  

During our rigorous first year intake process, potential students are assessed through 

portfolio examination and interview.   

 

Retention and progression are also assisted by the fact that our students generally elect to 

attend our programme as a first preference: in 2014 Animation had the highest first 

preference rate in the institute at 62%. 

 

Assessment and feedback strategies, built in to each progression year, further ensure a 

high retention rate among our students. 
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A6 Student Profile 

Approximately 50% of our applicants are school leavers, who have successfully completed 

the Leaving Certificate. The bulk of our remaining applicants have completed FETAC 

portfolio preparation courses, in colleges of Further Education such as Stillorgan, 

Sallynoggin, Coláiste Dhúlaigh, Ballyfermot, Bray, Gorey, and St. John’s in Cork. We have 

modest percentages of mature and overseas students. Almost all of our applicants view us 

as their first choice in the CAO process. A very high percentage of our applicants only apply 

to our programme. The table below details recent trends in Stage 1 of the programme. 

 

 

Level 8 Application Statistics - Animation 2014 

Animation Total Pref 
1 

Pref 
2 

Pref 
3 

Pref 
4 

Pref 
5 

Pref 
6 

Pref 
7 

Pref 
8 

Pref 
9 

Pref 
10 

DL832 388 173 57 46 28 22 17 15 13 10 7 
 

Level 8 Application Statistics - Animation over the last 5 years 

  2014 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 

Course Total Total Total Total Total Total 

DL832 388 392 400 462 365 299 

 

A6.1 Student Successes 

• At the 2012 Galway Film Fleadh, 2010 Animation graduate, Conor Finnegan, won 

Best Animation with his Frameworks project, Fear of Flying, which also won Best 

Animation in the LA Shorts Fest and was nominated for an IFTA.  

• 2009 Animation Graduate, Eamonn O’ Neill, won Best Irish Short Film at the 2012 

Corona Cork Film festival with his film, Left. Eamonn also saw his 2nd Year Royal 

College of Art film, I’m Fine Thanks, nominated for a Short Animation BAFTA. 

• Eat the Danger by 2012 Graduates, Jack O’Shea and Paul Ruttledge, was the only 

Irish film to be selected for the prestigious Annecy Animation Festival in 2013. 

Graeme Scott won the Best First Animation Prize at the 2012 Blackrock Animation 

Festival. 

• Programme graduate John Walsh, with Whatever Happened to Ultraman? won Best 

Student Animation at the Celtic Media Festival, which was held in Scotland in March 

2011.  
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• Former student, David O'Reilly, won the Best Animation award at the IFTAs in 2011, for 

The External World. Previously, his film, Please Say Something, was selected to screen 

at the 2010 Sundance Film Festival in the International Animated Shorts section. 

Amongst many festival successes, it won the Golden Bear at the 59th Berlin 

International Film Festival in February and the 2009 Cartoon d’Or at the Cartoon Forum 

in Norway. David also directed the animation for U2’s I’ll Go Crazy if I Don’t Go Crazy 

Tonight 

• The Rooster, the Crocodile and the Night Sky was nominated for Best Animated Short 

Subject at the 37th Annual Annie Awards in 2010. Produced by Barley Films, it was 

written and directed by 2007 Animation Graduate, Pádraig Fagan. Fellow NFS 

graduates, Eimhin McNamara (Technical Director) and Orla Mc Hardy animated the 

film. The Annie Awards are organised by the Los Angeles branch of the International 

Animated Film Association, ASIFA - Hollywood. 

• Animation student, Eamonn O’Neill, won the overall HETAC Prize for Student of the 

Year at the School of Creative Arts Graduation Ceremony in 2009. 

• Royal Television Society (RTS) Student Awards – Republic of Ireland Centre: Animation 

First Place Ruairí Twohig (2012), John Walsh (2011), Darragh Duffy (2010), Eamonn 

O’Neill (2009)  

• National Digital Media Awards, Best Animation (2011 & 2010) Kelley O'Sullivan 

 

A6.2 Graduate Profile 

Review of Graduate Survey Data 

Rates of employment among Animation graduates are very encouraging: 50% of 

respondents in 2012 were in full-time employment, with a further 31% describing 

themselves as self-employed (albeit this being a category that covers a wide variety of 

activities).  The animation industry in Ireland is currently thriving and, consequently, many 

of our recent graduates are working in studios such as Boulder Media, Brown Bag Films, 

JAM, Geronimo, and Cartoon Saloon. This testifies to the strong links that have been 

established, and maintained, between the Animation programme at IADT and key industry 

players. Particularly in recent years, graduates have been head-hunted by companies 

during their final year(s) of study, enabling them to progress directly into employment on 
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graduation. Graduates surveyed have tended to give a positive rating to the relevance of 

their undergraduate studies at IADT to their chosen career path (71% in 2012). 

 

Other recent graduates have established their own media companies – Studio Rua (Pádraig 

Mannion), Powwow (Richard Glynn et al), Christina O’Donovan (illustration).  Others have 

made their own Irish Film Board funded Frameworks or Short Short animations, namely 

Eimhin Mac Namara and Padraig Mannion, Orla Mc Hardy, Jack O'Shea and Paul Ruttledge, 

Patrick Semple and Louise Bagnall. Quite a number of recent graduates have gone on to 

postgraduate studies – Orla Mc Hardy, Eamonn O'Neill, Christina O'Donovan, Patrick 

Semple, or are lecturing in animation: Fergal Brennan and Stephen Boylan in Stillorgan, 

Andrew Crotty in LIT. 

 

Graduates have also found industry employment as, for example, animators (3D and 2D), 

layout artists, and compositors. In addition to this, a number of recent graduates have 

been very successful with independent projects, for example Eamonn O'Neill (I'm Fine 

Thanks- Best Graduate Film, Ottawa International Animation Festival 2011) and Conor 

Finnegan (Fear of Flying- Best Animation, Galway Film Fleadh, 2012).    

 

A7 Stakeholder Feedback on Programme 

 

A7.1 Feedback from External Examiners & Validation Panels 

Dr. Pat Brereton, DCU & Prof. Paul Wells, Loughborough University 

Both examiners were happy with the rigour and fairness applied to the grading of the 

dissertations, as well as the level of preparedness, in terms of research methodologies, 

theoretical understanding etc., on the part of the students.  

 

In his 2012 report, Paul Wells noted an increase in dissertation topics that better reflect 

studio practice, and further stated that "… the staff’s constant address and interrogation of 

their teaching methods and the learning outcomes within the Dissertation process have 

ensured an ongoing sensitivity to the issues which arise as a consequence of 

practitioners...engaging with formal academic writing" (Wells, 2012). We had valuable 
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discussions with Paul Wells about possible alternatives to/variations on the traditional 

dissertation model, and this is noted in his report of 2012. 

 

Joanna Quinn, Beryl Productions International/University of Wales, Newport (now 

University of South Wales) & Leonie Sharrock, University of Wales, Newport (now 

University of South Wales) 

In her 2010 report, Joanna Quinn stated that there "… is a marked difference [between] the 

overall skill level, attendance and application of the students at Dun Laoghaire [and] similar 

UK undergraduate courses" (Quinn, 2010), and points to the small class numbers at IADT as 

a key strength. She was very positive about the core lecturing staff, whilst making a 

recommendation that greater use be made of visiting lecturers, "… to complement and 

broaden the teaching experience" (Quinn, ibid.).  

 

Leonie Sharrock draws attention to work put in by staff in their own time, and is positive 

about the programme's links to industry. Both examiners have generally been happy with 

team responsiveness to recommendations made in reports: eg increase in level of sound 

tuition; requirement for greater 'sophistication' in storytelling. In both her 2011 and 2012 

reports, Leonie Sharrock focused on the lack of exit options available to Year three 

students, who do not have the '… necessary skillset or creative ‘flair’ required for success at 

Level 8' (Sharrock, 2011), but who might avail of a Level 7 award, should one exist. As a 

team, we are in broad agreement with this, but recognise that there would also be 

potential difficulties in its implementation. 

 

A7.2 Feedback from Internal Stakeholders  

Summary of Programme Boards since 2009: 

The main threats to programme development and delivery, posited in the reports of 

numerous years, are possible staffing cuts and increased student numbers.  

 

There was a proposal in 2011 that Thesis requirements should  be modified, permitting a 

more focused thesis delivery, including verbal, digital and web-based delivery, on the basis 
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that digital and web-based academic work will feed with greater facility into the 

programme, IADT and the broader Animation community. 

 

Numerous reports identify ongoing issues regarding space availability. Related to this are 

various issues mentioned in terms of the Animation studio environment and AV set-up. 

Each year, the success in delivery, progression, graduation and the relevant strengths of 

the programme are noted, as well as the extended visits by key animation 

industry/academic figures such as John Canemaker in 2009, and Brenda Chapman in 2012, 

both National Film School Visiting Fellows. 
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Part B  Benchmarking of Programme 
 

B1 Listing of Similar Programmes  

Organisation Programme Title Level 

Ballyfermot College of Further 
Education 

BA (Hons) in Visual Media in 
Animation/Game Design, University 
of Dundee 

8 

Ballyfermot College of Further 
Education 
 

HND in Classical and Computer 
Animation  

7 

Letterkenny Institute of Technology BA in Animation  7 

Limerick Institute of Technology BSc (Hons) in Digital Animation 
Production 

8 

Limerick Institute of Technology BA (Hons) in Animation and Motion 
Design 

8 

 

B2 Distinctive Features of the Programme 

B2.1 For Students 

The status of the programme as a Level 8 honours degree programme and the benefits of 

The National Film School identity are key strengths. The overall ‘generalist’ content of the 

programme works well, with exposure to a broad range of artistic, technical, academic and 

media skills. We have a strong committed,  lecturing team, producing flexible, highly skilled 

individuals across a broad range of areas that provide them with diverse opportunities for 

employment or further education.  

As well as ongoing engagement with personal practice, there is a high level of continued 

staff development within the programme team, particularly around teaching and learning. 

Our student recruitment procedures are strong – the quality of our students is excellent 

and continues to improve. Recent years have seen a steady increase in CAO applications. 

The small group sizes are a pedagogically desirable asset and contribute to the appeal of 

the programme.  

There has been a high rate of graduate success (awards & prizes) among both the 

independent practitioners and those who go on to work in industry, and there has been a 

steady increase in the international profile of the programme. Additionally, the programme 

has a rich history of interaction with industry which it continues to expand and deepen, 

borne out by the numbers of graduates who follow direct paths into employment.  
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CAO applicants for Animation have often established relationships with the programme 

through Open Days, Transition Year placements and/or through The NFS Animation 

Academy.  Many of our applicants only apply for our programme and, if they are 

unsuccessful, continue to develop their portfolios in order to make stronger application in 

subsequent years. Increasingly, Animation applicants are using one-year PLC (Post Leaving 

Cert) art and portfolio preparation courses to develop their skills and portfolio before 

making a successful application to our programme. 

 

B2.2 Where the Programmes sits within the Faculty 

The Animation programme rests within a cluster of film, design and visual media 

programmes which offer opportunities for the exchange of skill-sets, and for cross-

collaboration between disciplines. Our programme conforms to the Institute’s Learning, 

Teaching and Assessment Strategy, creating a strong and vibrant learning environment for 

students.  

The modular structure has allowed us great flexibility to change programme components 

whilst still fulfilling learning outcomes. The programme’s Programme Assessment Strategy 

needs development, with an increased emphasis on a sound theoretical base, constructive 

alignment and appropriate methods of assessment and feedback. There has been an 

increased use of the VLE by tutors, and a number of team members have formally engaged 

with Teaching and Learning development. 
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B3 Staff Profiles 

B3.1 Indicative Staff 1 

Name of 
Staff 
Member 

Highest Level 
of 
Qualification 

Has acted/is currently acting as: 
Professional 
Associations/ 
Membership External 

Examiner (Year & 

Institution) 

Validation Panel 
Member  
(Year, Institution & 
Programme) 

External Consultant (Year & 

Organisation) 

Keith Foran MA  2011 Validation 
panel for 
Letterkenny 
Institute of 
Technology Level 
7 proposal 

2007 Chairperson International 
completion Jury, Łódź Design Festival 

Irish Film and Television 
Academy (IFTA); 
European Training 
Network for Animation 

David Quin MA   Tempus Allign (Aligning NFQs in 
Armenia, Ukraine and Russia)2013 
eLearning Summer School 
2013 LIN Conference 
2012-14 Visiting Lecturer in Media 
Studies in NUI, Maynooth 
2013 UCD Science Research 
Collaboration 
Letterkenny Institute of Technology 
2012 Blackboard and Prezzi 
workshops 

Screen Director’s Guild of 
Ireland (SDGI); IFTA 

  

                                                           
1 Please refer to Staff CVs for full details 
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Damien 
Byrne 

Post Grad Dip   Designer and prototype developer-
Lingualogy LTD/ Enterprise Ireland/ 
IADT 
January 2013 

 

Laura 
Venables 

BA     

Michael 
Connerty 

MA (PhD in 
progress) 

Cork Institute of 
Technology  
(2012-13 & 2013-
14) 
Visual 
Communications 
programme 

 Interview Panel Limerick Institute of 
Technology 2014 

 

Sherra 
Murphy 

MA (PhD in 
progress) 

    

Steve Woods MA   Annecy Showcase (2012) IFTA; Board Member of 
Galway Film Fleadh; 
Board Member of Screen 
Directors Guild of Ireland 
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B3.2 Technical Staff  

The programme makes use of Institute facilities, supported by the Faculty Technical Staff 

team. ICT supports the computers in the labs and the Library.  The ICT team is a centrally 

located team within the Institute.  

 

B3.3 Programme Level Publications/Exhibition/Conferences 

• NFS/IADT Animation retrospective screening at the 2012 Cork Film Festival 

• NFS/IADT Animation retrospective screening at 2014 Dingle Film Festival 

 

B3.4 Programme Level Research & Industry Engagement, Collaborative Partnerships, 

Bids & Projects 

Our direct engagement with our Irish Animation industry has been central to the business 

of our programme for the past 15 years. Our industry partners have an open, honest and 

active relationship with us. 

 

In terms of collaborative partnerships, we have engaged with many external and 

community stakeholders, mostly through accredited course work and existing modular 

structures (Carmona, Media Lab, Ballymun Jobs Centre, IADT WRSS, Fairtrade, HeadsUp). 

More ambitious research collaborations (especially with UCD Science) have been very 

successful recently.  

 

The following table is adapted from a Teaching and Learning Committee Review from 2012: 
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Accredited Student Work – Community Engagement in the formal Curriculum:  

Stage 
(Year)  

Module & Credits  Community Engagement Activity Assessment Proportion  

2 Personal Project Annecy brief – development of a programme ident for 2012  100% (optional) 10 credits 

Annecy Film Festival Irish Showcase Programme 

3 Group Industry Module – 10 
credits 

The Industry component has allowed the programme to 
engage each year with real industry briefs 

50% - 5 credits 

3 Media 2 Project (option) 2009 – Dyslexia Project (IADT Access Office) 100% (optional) 10 credits 

2010 – Fairtrade Project 

2011 – HeadsUp Competition 

Collaboration between IADT/UCD CASL 

EB Debra Project 

SEAT brief (development of viral promo material for SEAT) 

Group Industry Module Annecy brief – development of a programme ident for 2012  ‘additional’ credit towards their 
module Annecy Film Festival Irish Showcase Programme 

2013 UCD Science Expressions Research Project – Friends 
Fight Stigma 

2014 - UCD Science Expressions Research Project – Sanctity 
of Sport 

100% (optional) 10 credits 

4 Major Project 2014 – Summer work placements for 2 students working on 
music videos and installations, 2 students working with 
graphic artists, 1 student placed in Cartoon Saloon 

100% - 10 credits 

2014 – Paid Summer work placements for 1 student in 
Boulder Media, 2 students in Treehouse Republic, 1 student 
in Keg Cartoonz, 1 student in Powwow, 2 students on 
projection work and concert stage installations (paid). 
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Part C Recommendations & Changes 
 

C1 Nature of Changes 

C1.1 Major, Minor 

Minor Changes: Conflation of a number of 5 credit modules into a smaller number of 10 

credit modules, in adherence to new FACT curriculum structure. 

 

C2 Summary & Rationale of Changes 

Summary Stage 1 Rationale of Changes 

Core Drawing 5C and Drawing 5C modules 
have been  combined to 1 x 10 credit 
module titled Life Drawing 

Realigning and combining smaller modules 
to streamline content  

Animation Principles Experimental/3D 10C 
and Animation Principles/Drawing 10C 
modules have been combined to 1 x 20 
credit module titled Animation Principles 

Realigning and combining smaller modules 
to streamline content 

Production Methods 5C and Personal 
Project 5C modules have been combined 
to 1 x 10 credit module titled 
Storyboarding and Layout 

Realigning and combining smaller modules 
to streamline content 

Critical and Cultural Studies 1 5C and 
Critical and Cultural Studies 2 5C have 
been combined to 1 x 10 credit module 
titled CCS: Visual Culture, Film and 
Animation History 

Realigning and combining smaller modules 
to streamline content 

Design 5C is now titled Design for 
Animation: An Introduction 
No change to Credits 

Name change providing clarity to module 
content 

Digital Skills 5C is now titled Digital Skills 
for Animation: An Introduction 
No change to Credits 

Name change providing clarity to module 
content 

 

Summary Stage 2 Rationale of Changes 

Critical and Cultural Studies: Film, 
Technology and the City 5C and Critical 
and Cultural Studies: Film and Narrative 5C 
have been combined to 1 x 10 credit 
module titled CCS: Issues in Film and 
Animation Studies 

Realigning and combining smaller modules 
to streamline content  

Animation Principles Drawing 1 5C has 
been changed to a single 10C module 
titled Character Animation Principles 

Name change providing clarity to module 
content 

Animation Principles Drawing 2 10C  and 
Personal Project 10C modules have been 

Realigning and combining smaller modules 
to streamline content 
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combined to 1 x 20 credit module titled 
Character Animation Performance 

Design 5C is now titled Design For 
Animation Production  
There is no change to credits 

Name change providing clarity to module 
content 

Digital 3D/2D Flash 10C is now titled 
Digital Skills for Animation Production 
There is no change to credits 

Name change providing clarity to module 
content 

Drawing 5C is now titled Life Drawing: 
Advanced Anatomy 
There is no change to credits 

Name change providing clarity to module 
content 

 

Summary Stage 3 Rationale of Changes 

Critical Debates/History of Animation 5C  
and Advanced Research Methods and 
Thesis Preparation 5C have been 
combined to 1 x 10 credit module titled 
Research Seminar and Thesis Preparation 

Realigning and combining smaller modules 
to streamline content  

Media 1 5C module has been given a new 
title. It is now titled Research and Concept 
Development 5C 

Name change providing clarity to module 
content 

Media 2 10C and Research and Production 
Preparation 5C have been combined to 1 x 
15 credit module titled Production 
Preparation 

Realigning and combining smaller modules 
to streamline content 

Group Industry Project 10C is now titled 
Group Industry and Professional Practice 
There is no change to credits THIS IS 
INCORRECT – DQ 061119 – module is now 
called TPP and is 15 credits 

Name change providing clarity to module 
content 

Drawing 5C is now titled Advanced Life 
Drawing for Animation 
There is no change to credits 

Name change providing clarity to module 
content 

Digital 3D/2D 10C is now titled Advanced 
Digital Skills for Animation Production. 
There is no change to credits 

Name change providing clarity to module 
content 

 

Summary Stage 4 Rationale of Changes 

Pre-Production 10C is now titled Pre- 
Production and Content Development: For 
Minor and Major Project”  
There is no change to credits 

Name change providing clarity to module 
content 

Final Year Major Project 30C has been split 
into two separate modules: 
 

Previously, the Major Project was a single 
module of 30 credits. Separating this 
module into two stand-alone modules 
provides the student with a clear well 
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1 Minor Project: Early Production 
Development 10C 

2 Major Project: Production and Post 
Completion 20C 

defined production practice that allows 
the student to manage their animation 
production into a simpler more 
manageable structure. 

Portfolio and Show Reel 5C is now titled 
Professional Portfolio 
There is no change to credits 

Clarity to module content and appropriate 
to emerging professional practice 

Thesis 15C assessment to be an 8,000 
written thesis with alternative modes, as 
required. 
There is no change to credits. 

The changes approved by PVC in 2011 in 
this module were not satisfactory in 
practice. This is a change to the original 
approach. 

 

C3 Response to Institute Priorities 

C3.1 Work Placement/Industry/Community Engagement 

We have been working with external stakeholders – industry, community, charities, and 

other programmes in IADT and with other educational partners since the inception of our 

degree programme. External engagement was built in as a key objective of our Stage 3 

Group Industry module and has since been accommodated as part of the Stage 3 Media 2 

module and the Stage 4 Major Project module. A key objective is to build-in the students’ 

external activity as fully creditable under our existing module structure, framing the 

external work to conform to existing module Learning Outcomes. 

 

We have also circulated a ‘discussion document’ since 2012, in an attempt to agree some 

definitions and appropriate behaviours with animation companies and studio to ensure a 

professional approach to all the work.  

 

C3.2 Cross-Institute & Faculty Links 

The diverse range of skills and competencies that are taught on the programme ensures a 

wide range of possibility for cooperation and student group project work. The programme 

has engaged with numerous Film and Television productions as well as joint partnerships 

with Modelmaking programme graduate projects, etc. 

 

We are aware that this is an area in need of further consideration, with a view to 

strengthening cross-faculty and Institute activities in the future. 
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C3.3 Supporting First Year Engagement  

First year engagement is clearly set as a priority and is enhanced for students by full 

engagement with Institute strategies such as the First Year Matters campaign. Allied to 

this, the common first year module provides new students with a wider community of 

engagement within the Faculty. 

 

Within the programme, First Year students are given intensive induction in proper health 

and safety guidelines and are provided with demonstrations in the safe and effective use of 

studio spaces. They are introduced to the guidelines on academic research and 

presentation of written work. In addition, they are introduced to relevant areas such as the 

library and student support services. 

 

C3.4 Entrepreneurship & Employability 

In addition to imparting specific skills for application in areas of the discipline, modules 

include overarching transferable skills such as critical thinking, communication, 

presentation, IT literacy, professional practice and group work.  

 

Modules in industry placement and professional practice prepare students for the 

professional world and support the entrepreneurial qualities and business skills necessary 

for the freelance careers awaiting many of our students. Graduates from the programme 

can expect to have highly developed design understanding, creativity, a diverse range of 

high level technical skills, and the ability to work well as part of a team or in a self-directed 

capacity. 

 

Sample comments from employers: 

• “Thanks a million for sending some extremely talented students to us, the standards of 

the work shown are remarkable…” ROBERT CULLEN, Director of Boulder Media (Dublin-

based animation studio) 

• “Two of your ex-students are the animators of our next series…I think they are amongst 

the finest stop-motion animators on the island” JOEL SIMON, Director of Flickerpix 

(animation studio, Holywood, Co Down) 
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• “I am delighted to have the students on site, learning industry skills and bringing an 

extraordinary breadth of talent to this project. I certainly hope to hire a number of them 

when they graduate over the next few years! “ANDREW KAVANAGH, Director of 

Kavaleer Productions (Dublin-based animation studio) 

 

C4 Response to Faculty Priorities 

C4.1 Adoption of FACT Curriculum Structure 

There has been substantial rationalisation and streamlining of modules from the schedule 

validated in the last Programmatic Review in 2009. With a view to adopting the new 

Faculty structure, and enhancing provision, the number of modules being offered in Stage 

One have been reduced from 10 to 7 (which includes the new Year One Common Module); 

in Stage Two, from 8 to 7; in Stage Three, from 9 to 6; while in Stage Four, the number has 

increased from 4 to 5. This has been achieved by the amalgamation and merging of pre-

existing modules, and with minimal change to content being delivered.  The programme 

now adheres to the Faculty curriculum structure.  

 

C4.2 Using Technology for Teaching & Learning 

There is a high level of continuing staff development within the programme team, 

particularly around teaching and learning: a number of staff have achieved qualifications in 

this area through the Athlone Institite of Technology Certificate in Teaching and Learning 

and IADT certificates e.g. Certificate in Technology Enhanced Learning and Certifiicate in 

Assessmest and Evaluation.  

 

Animation staff use the following platforms to support teaching and learning:  

• Classrooms: SmartBoard, PowerPoint etc 

• Blackboard: e.g. CCS texts, instructional materials, blogs, facilitation of peer critiques 

etc. 

• Assessments; online feedback; peer and self-critique 

• Screen casts 

• Online surveys 

• Social media – Pinterest, Facebook etc 
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• By Stage 3, most of the students are encouraged to develop online blog portfolios – 

Blogger, Tumblr etc 

• By end of Stage 3, many of the students are using Youtube and/or Vimeo to publish 

their animation work. 

• From 2014, an Animation programme Vimeo account will enable student, graduate and 

archive work to be published on an ‘official’ platform. 

 

C5 Changes to Programme Aims & Learning Outcomes  

The Programme Aims and Learning Outcomes are broadly similar to their current 

iterations, but have been rewritten and updated to reflect current practice and any minor 

changes in the modules.   

 

C6 Changes to Programme Structure 

C6.1    Additions 

A common module has been added to the Stage 1 schedule. 

 

C6.2    Deletions 

There have been no deletions. Some modules have been amalgamated (see: section C2). 

 

C6.3 How the Changes Benefit the Students & the Programme  

A number of the changes that are being made are being initiated, on advice from the 

Programmatic Review steering group and the Faculty Executive, and, as such, are part of an 

overall reconstitution of programmes across the Faculty. In some cases, changes are being 

made in order to keep pace with the changing landscape of third level education, and with 

a view to 'future-proofing' the programme in the light of the ongoing wider economic 

issues. It is hoped that students will benefit, for example, from an increased emphasis on 

the VLE and the integration of technology with pedagogical approaches that reflect best 

current professional practice. Programmatic Review provides the opportunity for 

reassessment of programme aims and teaching strategies, which has been done with the 

centrality of the student experience firmly in mind. 
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Part D  Revised Programme   
 

D1 Programme Summary 

Programme Title BA (Hons) in Animation 

Number of Stages 4 

NFQ Level 8 

Area of Specialisation Animation 

Learning Modes Offered  
(Full-time/Part-time/ACCS) 

Full-time 

 

Entry Requirements 

Application to the programme is via the CAO and students must meet the following 

requirements:  

• The Leaving Certificate Examination (or equivalent educational qualifications) with 

a minimum of Grade C3 in two Higher level papers, together with Grade D3 in four 

other subjects at ordinary or higher level, to include English and Mathematics. 

Foundation Level Maths is not acceptable 

• Submit and pass a portfolio presentation that shows a distinct interest in the 

discipline 

• Applicants may be called for interview if further clarification on the portfolio is 

required. 

 

Current Programme Structure validated from 2008/09: 

Stage 1  

Academic 5C Academic 5C 

Drawing 
& Film 
Core 5C 

Animation Principles 
Experimental/3D 10C 

Production 
Methods/                
Design for 
Film 5C 

Animation Principles 10C 

Drawing 5C Digital Skills 5C 

Design 5C Personal Project 5C 
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Stage 2 

Academic 5C Elective 
Mode 
5C 

Academic 5C 

Animation 
Principles 
5C 

Digital 3D/2D Flash 10C Animation Principles 10C 

Drawing 5C Personal Project 10C 

 

Stage 3 

Academic 5C Thesis Preparation 5C 

Digital 3D/2D 

Flash 10C 

Group 

Industry 

Project 10C 

Media 

1 5C 

Drawing 5C Production 

Preparation 

5C 
Business Skills 5C 

Media 2 10C 

 

Stage 4 

Thesis 15C   

Pre Production 10C 

Final Year Major Project 30C 

Portfolio & Show Reel 5C 
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Summary of Proposed Modules*: 

Programme Title  BA (Hons) in Animation 

Stage Modules 

1 CCS: Visual 
Culture, Film and 
Animation 
History 
5 credits  
CA: Essay 

Design for 
Animation : An 
Introduction  
5 credits 
CA: Project 
 

Digital Skills for 
Animation : An 
Introduction  
5 credits  
Ca: Project 

Life Drawing:  
An Introduction to 
Anatomy and 
Media  
10 credits 
Ca: Project 

Animation  
Principles  
20 credits  
CA: Project 
 

Storyboarding 
and Layout 
10 credits  
Ca: Project 

Common 1st Year 
Module 
5 credits   
CA: Project:  

2 CCS: Issues in 
Film and 
Animation 
Studies 
10 credits 
CA: Essay/Project 

Design For 
Animation 
Production 
5 credits 
Project 

Digital Skills for 
Animation 
Production 
10 credits  
CA: Project 
 

Life Drawing 
Advanced 
Anatomy 
5 credits  
CA: Project 

Character 
Animation 
Principles 
10 credits  
CA: Project 

Animation   
Character 
Performance  
15  credits 
CA: Project 
 

Year 2 Elective 
5 credits  
CA: Project:   

3 Research 
Seminar and 
Thesis 
Preparation 
10 credits 
CA: Project 

Research and 
Concept 
Development  
5 credits  
CA: Project 

Towards 
Professional 
Practice 
15 credits  
CA: Project 

Production 
Preparation 
15 credits 
CA: Project 
 

Advanced Life 
Drawing for 
Animation 
5credits  
CA: Project 

Advanced Digital 
Skills for 
Animation 
Production 
10 credits  
CA: Project 

 

4 CCS: Thesis 
15 credits  
CA Essay 
 

Pre- Production 
and Content 
Development: 
For Minor and 
Major Project 
10 Credits  
CA: Project 

Minor Project 
Early Production 
Development 
10 credits  
CA: Project 
 

Major Project 
Production and 
post-completion  
20 credits  
CA: Project 

Professional 
Portfolio 
5 Credits  
CA: Project 

  

*for the previous module structure, please see Appendix 3 
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D2 Programme Aims & Learning Outcomes  

The primary aim of the programme is to prepare students to play an active and effective 

role in the professional deployment of their area of specialism.  The programme therefore 

provides an education and training environment which is designed to develop within 

students a detailed and comprehensive understanding of the opportunities and challenges 

of contemporary practice. In doing so, the programme provides for exploration and 

intellectual engagement with many aspects of traditional and contemporary animation 

practice and criticism, encouraging the development of individual creative responses and 

abilities relevant to a professional career. The programme emphasises the development of 

independent, creative, and flexible thinking, as appropriate to Level 8.   

The BA (Hons) in Animation programme draws on international research into the sector in 

industry and education.  It aims to combine design creativity with the craft skills required 

by the professional animator.  All non-technical projects are design-led to enable students 

to develop creative and innovative skills. Given the varied nature of the professional 

animator projects, students will be given the opportunity to experience a wide spectrum of 

discipline areas before choosing any one.  Given the wide variety of related Film and Media 

programmes and facilities, available at IADT, this programme complements and 

encourages cross-programme and Institute participation. 

The programme aims to create an environment where the ‘traditional’ skills of animation 

are valued as the basis for contemporary animation practice. Students are encouraged to 

explore their own vision within the context of a diverse and developing medium. It is 

through the combination of the development of key technical skills with conceptual and 

creative skills that the programme aims to produce students who have a wide range of 

options for further development and employment. 

In summary, therefore, the programme aims to: 

• Provide a programme of education, training and study, which will equip the student 

with the creative, technical, and theoretical skills appropriate to animation production  

• Encourage exploration of the application of creative and technical skills as they relate 

to the various forms and processes of animation, from conceptual development 

through to practical realisation 
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• Develop detailed knowledge of the current status and future potential of the medium 

of animation in relation to the entertainment, information and education industries 

• Develop detailed knowledge of both traditional and emerging practice in the field of 

animation with particular reference to digital media 

• Create detailed knowledge of the role of the animator and of animation within a 

societal context 

• Develop conceptual, critical, and aesthetic awareness and to apply this awareness to 

personal work and to the works of others  

• Develop knowledge and understanding of the of various roles, activities, and 

production structures that exist within the animation industry 

 

These subject-specific aims should be understood in the context of the learning 

environment of the Faculty of Film, Art and Creative Technologies, which in Stages 1 and 2 

aims to: 

• Provide an induction into higher education; 

• Build confidence and competence in key skills 

• Facilitate students in 'learning to learn' 

• Build a sound foundation for degree and honours level study 

• Provide opportunities to recover from setbacks 

• Stretch and inspire students in their studies 

 

And in Stages 3 and 4, aims to: 

• Provide a  student-centred and independent learning environment 

• Provide opportunities for in-depth study and mastery of key subject areas 

• Foster integration/synthesis of subject matter 

• Develop critical thinking and the ability to synthesise and use multiple sources of 

information. 
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D3 Programme Learning Outcomes & Awards Standards 

Programme Learning Outcomes: 

On successful completion of the programme, students should be able to: 

• Animate, i.e. the production of moving image media on a 'frame-by-frame' basis 

• Use animation in a range of professional contexts, including character animation, pre-

production design, inc. storyboarding, and digital animation production  

• Critically analyse the work of other animators and filmmakers, and apply this critical 

approach to their own work   

• Apply the relevant knowledge, skills and tools, and professional practices specific to 

character animation and animation production. 

• Source relevant research, visual and textual, which will broaden and support animation 

production aims 

• Plan, schedule, resource and project manage an animation project from concept to 

finished production 

• Identify their own specific skills and areas of specialization, and use these in multiple 

contexts 

• Exercise judgement in choosing material and media appropriate to project parameters 

and briefs 

• Integrate theory and practice in the production of animation 

• Work effectively in professionalized groups 

• Present a professionalized portfolio of animation production content via the web and 

other resources 
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D3.1 Animation mapped against the National Framework of Qualifications  

NFQ Level 
8 

Programme Learning 
Outcomes 

Suggested Teaching 
Strategies 

Assessment Modules Module Learning 
Outcomes 

Knowledge 
Breadth 

• Animate, i.e. the 
production of 
moving image 
media on a 'frame-
by-frame' basis  

• Critically analyse the 
work of other 
animators and 
filmmakers, and 
apply this critical 
approach to their 
own work   

• Teaching is delivered 
via a combination of 
lectures, 
demonstrations, 
seminars, visual 
delivery and studio 
work.  

• Teaching is 
supported through 
various resourcing 
mechanisms such as 
online databases, 
image banks and 
sound libraries, 
IADT’s VLE and LILRC 
and programmes 
archives of films and 
previous project 
work. 

• Panel assessment of 
film and digital work 
produced by 
students 

• Oral and AV 
presentations of film 
and research work 

• Written essays and 
supporting 
materials, derived 
from research and 
analysis 

• Assessment is 
centred around the 
student’s 
understanding of the 
practice of 
animation and their 
engagement with 
their own work.  

• Digital Skills for 
Animation 

• Life Drawing 

• Design for Animation 
Production 

• Animation Principles 

• Storyboarding and 
Layout 

• Critical and 
Contextual Studies 
(all year modules) 

• Towards 
Professional Practice 

• Demonstrate a 
sound foundation in 
the basic digital skills 
necessary for 
animation 
production 

• Demonstrate the use 
of a wide range of 
media used in 
Drawing 

• Develop the ability 
to produce animated 
sequences using 
experimental 
animation 
techniques 

• Demonstrate the 
necessary 
integration of the 
processes used in 
the making of an 
animated film 

• Develop  a basic 
understanding of the 
business issues 
relating to animation 
production 

• Engage with live 
industry-standard 
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project briefs, 
placements or 
internships and to 
produce project 
work based on such 
briefs or placements 

• Acquire a working 
knowledge of 
current and 
historical issues and 
frameworks in the 
field of animation 
visual culture 

Know-How & 
Skill  
Range 

• Apply the relevant 
knowledge, skills, 
tools, and 
professional 
practices specific to 
character animation 
and animation 
production. 

• Identify their own 
specific skills and 
areas of 
specialization, and 
use these in multiple 
contexts 

• Teaching in this area 
revolves around 
students’ refinement 
of imagery, skills and 
concepts with an eye 
to developing a fully 
realised aesthetic. 

• This is accomplished 
through guided 
research, individual 
tutorials, seminar 
and group 
screenings   

• Presentation of 
increasingly 
professional 
standard work 

• Group projects 
which mimic 
industry conditions 

• Research, written 
and visual, which 
investigates 
increasingly personal 
approaches to the 
field and its concerns 

• Storyboarding and 
Layout 

• Research and 
Concept 
Development 

• Towards 
Professional Practice 

• Research Seminar 
and Thesis 
Preparation 

• Pre-Production and 
Content 
Development 

 

• Demonstrate 
familiarity with the 
techniques and 
expressive qualities 
of a variety of 
different animation 
media 

• Demonstrate 
personal expression, 
individual ideas, and 
the expression of 
these ideas through 
a variety of choices 
of relevant animated 
media 

• Present a self-
selected research 
topic for peer/tutor 
review and analysis 

• Selection of, pre-
production and 
production of a 
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substantial 
animation project 

• Have increased their 
understanding of 
how critical 
approaches to film 
can be profitably 
integrated with their 
studio practice can 
confidently give an 
oral presentation of 
their work 

Know-How & 
Skill 
Selectivity 

• Plan, schedule, 
resource and project 
manage an 
animation project 
from concept to 
finished production. 

• Source relevant 
research, visual and 
textual, which will 
broaden and support 
animation 
production aims 

• Exercise judgement 
in choosing material 
and media 
appropriate to 
project parameters 
and briefs 

• Guiding students 
through the 
concepts and 
development from 
storyboards to 
finished film, in the 
form of lectures, 
tutorials, seminars 
and presentations.  

• Encouraging 
individualised goal 
setting which also 
meets the goals in 
the project briefs 

• Project briefs 
progressively 
emphasise personal 
engagement with 
research and topic 
areas, encouraging 
students to 
specialise their 
interests. Films, 
presentations, group 
projects and essay 
work are all aspects 
of this area. 

• Storyboarding and 
Layout 

• Animation Principles 

• Pre-Production and 
Content 
Development  

• Final Year Project 

• Research Seminar 
and Thesis 
Preparation 

• Thesis 

• Generate, change 
and develop original 
project ideas using 
brainstorming and 
concept 
development 
techniques 

• Demonstrate a 
capacity for 
independent 
learning 

• Have produced  an 
original pre 
production 
document 
approaching industry 
standard 

• Demonstrate a  
knowledge of the 
animation 
production 
processes from 
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concept to 
completion 

• Have produced  
original work in a 
format of their 
choice 

• Demonstrate a 
critical approach to 
solving animation 
production problems 

Competence 
Context 

• Use animation in a 
range of professional 
contexts, including 
character animation, 
pre-production 
design, inc. 
storyboarding, and 
digital animation 
production  

• Present a 
professionalized 
portfolio of 
animation 
production content 
via the web and 
other resources 

 

• The pedagogical 
strategies employed 
in this regard 
provide students 
with an increasing 
set of opportunities 
for exploration and 
choice within project 
guidelines.  

• In third and fourth 
years especially, the 
projects briefs place 
an increasing 
emphasis on 
decision making and 
individual direction 
of project – these 
frameworks are 
integrated into all 
assessment 
strategies.   

• Project briefs 
progressively 
emphasise personal 
engagement with 
research and topic 
areas, encouraging 
students to 
specialise their 
interests. Films, 
presentations, group 
projects and essay 
work are all aspects 
of this area. 

• Storyboarding and 
Layout 

• Pre-Production and 
Content 
Development  

• Final Year Project 

• Portfolio 
 

• Demonstrate that 
they have developed 
an ability to critically 
evaluate their work 
and the work of 
others made in this 
module 

• Have developed a 
firm understanding 
of the concept, 
design and 
integration of 
disparate  digital 
techniques and 
technologies in the 
animation 
production process 

• Demonstrate the 
ability to prepare, 
pitch and present 
project work 

• Develop an 
authoritative 
understanding of the 
topic of enquiry 
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• Demonstrate a  
knowledge of the 
animation 
production 
processes from 
concept to 
completion 

 

Competence 
Role 

• Work effectively in 
professionalized 
groups 

• Creating 
opportunities 
through clearly 
structured group 
projects which allow 
students to develop 
their identities as 
professional 
practitioners 

• Encouraging 
collaborative 
strategies in the 
completion of 
individual film 
projects 

• Film projects centre 
around industry 
practices requiring 
sound collaborative 
skills 

• Towards 
Professional Practice 

• Production 
Preparation 

• Final Year Project 

• Demonstrate group-
working 

• abilities 

• Engage with live 
industry-standard 
project briefs, 
placements or 
internships and to 
produce project 
work based on such 
briefs or placements 

• Have developed an 
understanding of 
animation specific 
industry standards 
and practice 

• Demonstrate a  
knowledge of the 
animation 
production 
processes from 
concept to 
completion 

Competence 
Insight 

• Integrate theory and 
practice in the 
production of 
animation 

• Balancing lectures, 
studio work and 
individual 
advisement for each 

• Assessment in 
project work, essays 
and presentations 
throughout the 

• In essence, all 
modules in the 
programme 
contribute to 

• Module learning 
outcomes across the 
programme are 
framed so that 
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student with a view 
to developing their 
particular strengths 
and potential 

programme, as 
students move to 
increasingly 
individual and 
integrated solutions 
to the tasks they are 
set 

creating students  
who approach their 
work and their world 
with a sense of their 
strengths, their 
relationships to 
other practitioners 
and an awareness of 
the relevance and 
position their field 
within wider cultures 

students are 
presented with 
multiple pathways 
and opportunities 
for insightful 
learning and self 
awareness, 
encouraging 
personal as well as 
professional growth 
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D4 Learning, Teaching & Assessment Strategy 

The programme learning teaching and assessment strategy embeds the three aims of the 

IADT Learning, Teaching and Assessment Strategy (2012) in the programme:  

• Developing knowledge, skills and competence 

• Supporting student learning 

• Preparing students for life after IADT 

 

The programme learning outcomes identify the knowledge, skills and competence required 

for a graduate. The programme learning outcomes have been aligned to the appropriate 

Quality and Qualifications Ireland (QQI) Awards Standards and the Learning, Teaching and 

Assessment Strategy aims to enable students to achieve these standards.  The table below 

identifies a range of learning, teaching and assessment methods appropriate to the 

programme outcomes as well as indicating appropriate modules for their implementation. 

The programme team plans the teaching and learning and where possible integrates 

learning and assessment across modules. 

 

The wide range of learning and teaching strategies enable students to develop a deep 

understanding of concepts, to develop problem-solving communication, project planning 

and implementation skills. There is individual and group work as appropriate. The overall 

structure of the programme and modules requires students to demonstrate increasing 

levels of autonomy and self-management.  

 

Teaching approaches range from concept development through lectures and tutorials to 

exploring and solving problems. They include some of the following: 

 

Lectures Practicals Projects Tutorials Seminars 

Field Trips Critiques Case Studies Visits Demonstrations 

 

Directed study in the classroom, studio and labs enables students to originate ideas and 

supports the development of a critical understanding of concepts and processes. The 

technical knowledge and skills appropriate to the programme are developed through 

practical work. Visiting lecturers are used appropriately to stimulate students and to 

enable them to experience exciting developments in the field.  

http://www.iadt.ie/en/InformationAbout/TeachingandLearning/LearningTeachingandAssessmentStrategy/Thefile,1583,en.pdf
http://www.iadt.ie/en/InformationAbout/TeachingandLearning/LearningTeachingandAssessmentStrategy/Thefile,1583,en.pdf
http://www.hetac.ie/publications_pol01.htm
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Students learn how to use information resources, particularly how to reference using the 

referencing system particular to their own subject area.  Students’ skills in information 

retrieval, assimilation and presentation are developed and enhanced through directed 

research throughout the programmes. The Institute Library is an important learning 

resource for students throughout the programme. Students are encouraged to make full 

use of the library facilities for academic and practical research, reading and viewing, and 

internet support. Books, journals and electronic resources are available and the collection 

available for the programme is reviewed and updated on a regular basis. 

 

This programme of directed research begins in first year, and culminates in the final year. 

The major project is the capstone of the programme and provides students with the 

experiences of independent project work supported by a supervisor.  

 

All modules in the programme are supported by courses in the Institute’s VLE. It is used to 

provide access to resources, both print and online, to enable the submission of 

assignments and to develop discussion and debate through discussion posts. This supports 

directed study at module level and provides students with access to a wide range of 

resources to support their self-directed study.  

 

The learning and teaching strategies aim to motivate learners and enable them to develop 

the self-management skills needed for the self-directed study aspect of the programme. 

Student self-directed study is a key element of the programme learning and teaching 

strategy. Self-directed study includes reading, researching, doing continuous assessment 

assignments, particularly projects. It is guided by the programme and module learning 

outcomes and supported by lecturers through reading lists, projects and aided by directed 

research.   

 

Assessment  

The programme minimum intended learning outcomes are matched to the appropriate 

QQI awards standards. Assessment tasks are developed through constructive alignment of 

learning outcomes, learning and teaching strategies with assessment. Assessment 

procedures are fair, consistent and as far as possible valid and reliable and subject to 

regular review.  
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These tasks are developed for each module of the programme are accompanied by grading 

schemes and communicated to students appropriately. Integrated assignments that enable 

assessment across a number of modules are used, where feasible. Assessment tasks are a 

combination of group and individual work as appropriate. 

 

Student feedback is essential for learning and is given in an ongoing fashion in class, 

through the Institute VLE and by email and there is formal feedback on completion of 

learning and assessment tasks. Formative assessment is built into the learning and teaching 

strategy through feedback sessions on assessment tasks prior to submission as well as 

individual and group feedback on completion of assessment tasks. 

 

The programme assessment strategy is developed, revised and managed by the 

programme team. It is aligned to Institute regulations as outlined in the IADT Quality 

Manual (2009) and other relevant policies such as the Institute Plagiarism Policy (2009). 

Module assessment strategies are developed by lecturers in alignment with the 

programme assessment strategy. The programme assessment strategy is in Section E. It is 

reviewed and developed annually to reflect changes and development in the programme. 

 

D5 Overview of Each Stage  

D5.1 Stage 1 

The Stage 1 curriculum introduces students to a range of processes and skills, and provides 

a foundation for the development of technical, conceptual, practical and academic skills 

delivered with an emphasis on regular assessment accompanied by formative feedback, 

followed by summative feedback at the end of each module, semester and end of year. 

This introduces students to the monitoring of their own learning and progress.  

 

D5.2 Stage 2 

During Stage 2, students are encouraged to integrate and test prior learning and to acquire 

and develop new skills in different areas, particularly in relation to research, critical 

thinking and concept development in their chosen specialism. 

 

http://www.iadt.ie/en/InformationAbout/IADTQualityManual/Thefile,2079,en.pdf
http://www.iadt.ie/en/InformationAbout/IADTQualityManual/Thefile,2079,en.pdf
http://www.iadt.ie/en/InformationAbout/TeachingandLearning/PlagiarismPolicy/Thefile,1862,en.pdf
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D5.3 Stage 3  

The focus is on deeper learning and inquiry and on the further development of skills 

appropriate to the professional practice of the chosen specialism. The year is structured 

around projects intended to build confidence in creative, critical and technical problem 

solving. The modules have relatively complex deliverables, emphasising professional 

standards of research, project management, production and presentation. 

 

D5.4 Stage 4 

Here the emphasis is on negotiated self-directed study and research supported by tutorials 

and group critiques. Year 4 provides the opportunity to integrate and test cognitive 

learning and skill sets developed throughout the programme, and focuses them on the 

completion of a major self-determined and self-generated project.  Both practical and 

theoretical academic projects will prioritise learning outcomes in: research, critical 

thinking, creativity, judgement, technical mastery and intuitive thinking.  
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D6 Programme Structure 

D6.1 Module Title, Credits & Assessment Modes 

Programme Title BA (Hons) in Animation 
 

Stage Modules 

1 CCS: Visual 
Culture, Film 
and Animation 
History  
5 credits  CA 

Design for 
Animation 
5 credits 
Project 

Digital Skills for 
Animation  
5 credits 
Project 

Life Drawing 
10 credits 
Project 

Animation 
Principles 
15 credits 
Project 

Storyboarding 
and Layout 
15 credits 
Project 

Common 1st 
Year Module 
5 credits  
Project 
/CA 

2 CCS: Issues in 
Film and 
Animation 
Studies 
10 credits 
CA 

Design for 
Animation 
Production 
5 credits 
Project 

Digital Skills for 
Animation 
Production 
10 credits 
Project 

Life Drawing: 
Advanced 
Anatomy 
5 credits 
Project 

Character 
Animation 
Principles 
10 credits 
Project 

Animated 
Character 
Performance 
15 credits 
Project 

Year 2 Elective 
Students choose 
from a variety of 
possible modules. 

5 credits  
Project/CA 

3 CCS: Research 
Seminar and 
Thesis 
Preparation 
10 credits 
CA 

Research and 
Concept 
Development 
5 credits 
Project 

Towards 
Professional 
Practice 
15 credits 
Project 

Production 
Preparation 
15 credits 
Project 

Advanced Life 
Drawing for 
Animation 
5 credits 
Project 

Advanced 
Digital Skills for 
Animation 
Production 
10 credits 
Project 

 

4 Professional 
Portfolio 
5 credits 
Project 

Pre-Production 
and Content 
Development 
For minor and 
major project 

10 credits 
Project 

Minor Project 
Early production 
development 

10 credits 
Project 

Major Project 
Production and 
Post completion 

20 credits 
Project 

CCS: Thesis 
15 credits 
CA 
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D6.2 Sample Schedule of Modules 

Stage 1 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

CCS: Visual Culture, Film and Animation History 5 credits 

Common 1st Year Module 5 credits 

Digital Skills for Animation: An Introduction 5 credits Storyboarding and Layout 10 credits 

Design for Animation: An Introduction 5 credits 

Life Drawing: An Introduction to Anatomy and Media 10 credits 

Animation Principles 20 credits 

 
Stage 2 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

CCS: Issues in Film & Animation Studies 10 credits 

Life Drawing: Advanced Anatomy 5 credits Elective 5 
credits 

Life Drawing: Advanced Anatomy continued 

Design for Animation Production 5 credits Animation Character Performance 15 credits 

Digital Skills for Animation Production 10 credits 

Character Animation Principles 10 credits 

 
Stage 3 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

Research Seminar & Thesis Preparation 10 credits 

Advanced Life Drawing for Animation 5 credits 

Research & 
Concept 
Development  
5 credits 

Advanced Digital Skills for Animation 
Production 10 credits 

Towards Professional Practice 
15 credits 

Production Preparation 15 credits 
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Stage 4 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

CCS: Thesis 15 credits (as below)          

Pre-Production & Content 
Development for Minor & 
Major Production 10 credits 

Minor Project: Early Production 
Development 10 credits 

CCS: Thesis 15 credits (as 
above) 

Major Project: Production & Post-
Completion 20 credits 

Professional Portfolio 5 credits 
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D6.3 Proposed Programme Schedule – Stage 1 

Name of Institution: Dun Laoghaire Institute of Art, Design & Technology 

Title of Award BA (Hons) in Animation 

Area of Specialisation: Animation 

Learning Modules Offered: 7 

Stage Number 1 

Module Name 

St
at

u
s 

(M
 

M
an

d
at

o
ry

/ 
E 

 
El

ec
ti

ve
) 

C
re

d
it

s 
N

u
m

b
er

 

To
ta

l C
o

n
ta

ct
 H

o
u

rs
 

Assessment Modes 
Student Workload   

(Per Student) 

C
A

 

P
ro

je
ct

 

Ex
am

 

M
ax

im
u

m
 

D
ir

ec
te

d
 

Se
lf

-
D

ir
ec

te
d

 

To
ta

l 

CCS: Visual Culture, Film and Animation History M 5 100 100   100% 50 50 100 

Design for Animation: An Introduction M 5 40  100  100% 40 60 100 

Digital Skills for Animation: An Introduction M 5 40  100  100% 40 60 100 

Life Drawing: Introduction to Anatomy and Media M 10 80  100  100% 80 120 200 

Animation Principles M 20 160  100  100% 160 240 400 

Storyboarding and Layout M 10 80  100  100% 80 120 200 

Introduction to FACT  M 5 40 100   100% 40 60 100 

Total  60         
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D6.4 Proposed Programme Schedule – Stage 2 

Name of Institution: Dun Laoghaire Institute of Art, Design & Technology 

Title of Award BA (Hons) in Animation 

Area of Specialisation: Animation 

Learning Modules Offered: 7 

Stage Number 2 

Module Name 

St
at

u
s 

(M
 

M
an

d
at

o
ry

/ 
   

   
   

   
   

 
E 

 E
le

ct
iv

e)
 

C
re

d
it

s 
N

u
m

b
er

 

To
ta

l C
o

n
ta

ct
 H

o
u

rs
 

Assessment Modes 
Student Workload   

(Per Student) 

C
A

 

P
ro

je
ct

 

Ex
am

 

M
ax

im
u

m
 

D
ir

ec
te

d
 

Se
lf

-
D

ir
ec

te
d

 

To
ta

l 

CCS: Issues in Film and Animation Studies M 10 80 100   100% 80 120 200 

Design for Animation Production M 5 40  100  100% 40 60 100 

Digital Skills for Animation Production M 10 80  100  100% 80 120 200 

Life Drawing: Advanced Anatomy M 5 40  100  100% 40 60 100 

Character Animation Principles M 10 80  100  100% 80 120 200 

The Animated Character Performance M 15 120  100  100% 120 180 300 

Year 2 Elective M 5 5 40 60  100% 45 55 100 

Total  60         
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D6.5 Proposed Programme Schedule – Stage 3 

Name of Institution: Dun Laoghaire Institute of Art, Design & Technology 

Title of Award BA (Hons) in Animation 

Area of Specialisation: Animation 

Learning Modules Offered: 6 

Stage Number 3 

Module Name 

St
at

u
s 

(M
 

M
an

d
at

o
ry

/ 
E 

 
El

ec
ti

ve
) 

C
re

d
it

s 
N

u
m

b
er

 

To
ta

l C
o

n
ta

ct
 H

o
u

rs
 

Assessment Modes 
Student Workload   

(Per Student) 

C
A

 

P
ro

je
ct

 

Ex
am

 

M
ax

im
u

m
 

D
ir

ec
te

d
 

Se
lf

-
D

ir
ec

te
d

 

To
ta

l 

CCS: Research Seminar and Thesis Preparation M 10 80 100   100% 80 120 200 

Research and Concept Development M 5 40  100  100% 40 60 100 

Towards Professional Practice M 15 120  100  100% 120 180 300 

Production Preparation M 15 120  100  100% 120 180 300 

Advanced Life Drawing for Animation M 5 40  100  100% 40 60 100 

Advanced Digital Skills for Animation Production M 10 80  100  100% 80 120 200 

Total  60         
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D6.6 Proposed Programme Schedule – Stage 4 

Name of Institution: Dun Laoghaire Institute of Art, Design & Technology 

Title of Award BA (Hons) in Animation 

Area of Specialisation: Animation 

Learning Modules Offered: 5 

Stage Number 4 

Module Name 

St
at

u
s 

(M
 

M
an

d
at

o
ry

/ 
E 

 
El

ec
ti

ve
) 

C
re

d
it

s 
N

u
m

b
er

 

To
ta

l C
o

n
ta

ct
 H

o
u

rs
 

Assessment Modes 
Student Workload 

(Per Student) 

C
A

 

P
ro

je
ct

 

Ex
am

 

M
ax

im
u

m
 

D
ir

ec
te

d
 

Se
lf

-
D

ir
ec

te
d

 

To
ta

l 

CCS: Thesis M 15 120  100  100% 120 180 300 

Pre-Production and Content Development M 10 80  100  100% 80 120 200 

Minor Project: Early Production development M 10 80  100  100% 80 120 200 

Major Project: Production and Post- Completion M 20 160  100  100% 160 240 400 

Professional Portfolio M 5 40 100   100% 40 60 100 

Total  60         
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D7 Module Descriptors 

D7.1 Stage 1 

Faculty of Film Art and Creative Technologies 

Module descriptor  

CCS: Visual Culture, Film and Animation 
History 

Stage: 
1 

Code: 
 

Credits: 
5 

Status: 
M  

Department Department of Film and Media 

Programme BA (Hons) in Animation 

Pre requisite None 

Total indicative study 
hours 

Self-Directed Study 
50 

Directed Study 
50 

Total 
100 

Module aims • To introduce students to key events and issues in the history 
of animation and related media 

• To develop students’ facility with the professional language of 
film and visual culture,  in relation to the field of animation 

• To develop a critical framework within which students  can 
begin to establish a coherent relationship between theory and 
practice 

• To develop students’ capacity for research and independent 
critical thinking 

Intended learning 
outcomes 

On successful completion of the module students will be able to: 

• Demonstrate  their ability to articulate complex critical ideas 

• Demonstrate an understanding of the relationship between 
theory and practice in animation 

• Demonstrate increased familiarity with standard academic 
and research formats and practices 

• Demonstrate a working knowledge of current and historical 
issues and frameworks in the field of animation visual culture 

 

Indicative content • The history of film and animation in the 20th century  
• Introduction to key theoretical issues in Film Studies and 

Animation Studies 
• Analytical modalities for understanding and interpreting 

cultural productions; modes of representation, semiotics, 
visual analysis, critical thinking 

• Issues of mediation; the development and impact of changing 
media environments of practice and culture 
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Indicative learning 
resources 
 

Texts:  
Crafton, Donald (1993). Before Mickey: the Animated Film 1898-
1928, Chicago: University of Chicago Press 
Hall, Stuart (2013) Representations: Cultural Representation and 
Signifying Practices, London: Sage  
Jenkins, Henry (2008) Convergence Culture; Where Old and New 
Media Collide, New York: NYU Press 
Schatz, Thomas (2010) The Genius of the System: Hollywood 
Filmmaking in the Studio Era, Minnesota: University of Minnesota 
Press 
Wells, Paul (1998) Understanding Animation, London: Routledge 
 
Journals: 
Animation - an Interdisciplinary Journal (Sage) 
Animation Studies online journal at AnimationStudies.org 
 
Online: 
www.cartoonbrew.com 
www.cartoonresearch.com 
 

Indicative self-directed 
study strategies 
 

 

Reading  x  

Study  x  

VLE use x  

Fieldwork  x  

Assignments x  

Indicative assessment 
strategy 
 

100% CA (written critical/historical essays; oral presentations) 

Intended Learning Outcome CA 

LO 1 x 

LO 2 x 

LO 3 x 

LO 4 x 

Repeat mechanism 
 

Repeat with attendance. On a case-by-case basis, it may be 
possible to resubmit project assignments as Summer Project, with 
grades being submitted to the Autumn Exam Board. 

http://www.cartoonbrew.com/
http://www.cartoonresearch.com/
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Faculty of Film Art and Creative Technologies 

Module Descriptor  

Module title: 
Introduction to FACT 

Stage: 
1 

Code: 
As supplied 
by Banner 

Credits: 
5 
 

Status: 
M 

Department Design and Visual Arts, Film & Media, Technology and Psychology 

Programme All programmes 

Pre requisite None 

Total indicative study 
hours 

Self-Directed Study 
60 

Directed Study 
40 

Total 
100 

Module aims This module aims to introduce students to the disciplines in the 
faculty. It gives students a sense of their place and importance in 
its work, range of disciplines and ethos of practice and research. 
It supports the transition to third level, as part of the Institute 
focus on the First Year Experience, by enabling students to 
develop a sense of belonging and to make friends across the 
faculty.  

Intended learning 
outcomes 

On successful completion of the module students will be able to: 

• Describe the disciplines in the faculty 

• Compare the disciplines and identify similarities and 
differences 

• Compare and contrast the learning activities in the module  

• Create a digital artefact that represents a group’s view of the 
faculty  

• Respond to and evaluate the common read 
 

Indicative content The content will be drawn from the disciplines of the faculty. It 
will be structured in three ways: 

• Lecture based: The lectures will introduce the 
learners/students to key concepts underpinning the 
disciplines. 

• Studio/Labs: These will be introductory workshops/sessions 
to enable student to appreciate the skills embedded in the 
disciplines.  

• Field trips: Student will visit relevant sites to see how the 
disciplines interact with the wider world e.g. National Gallery, 
Science Gallery, Zoo, IMMA, IFI, National Museum, National 
Photographic Archive and relevant industry.  
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Indicative learning 
resources 
 

Essential 
There will be a common reading/book assigned to students each 
year that is drawn from one of the disciplines of the faculty. This 
will provide a focus for the module.  
 
Supplemental  
Study skills  
 

Indicative self-directed  
study strategies 
 
 

 

Reading  X  

VLE use 
X 

The VLE will provide the evidence of the 
student engagement with the module.  

Fieldwork  X  

Assessment X  

Keep a 
journal 

X 
This could be an online journal/blog/wiki in 
the VLE.  

Indicative assessment 
strategy 
 

The module is assessed by 100% CA.  
 
The individual component is the engagement in the VLE.  
There will be a group presentation on their learning from the 
module.  

Intended Learning Outcome CA1 VLE work 
60% 

Group 
presentation  

40% 

LO 1 Describe the disciplines in 
the faculty 

X  

LO 2  Compare the disciplines 
and identify similarities and 
differences 

X X 

LO 3  Compare and contrast the 
learning activities in the 
module 

X  

LO 4  Create a digital artefact 
that represents a group’s view 
of the faculty 

 X 

LO5  Respond to and evaluate 
the common read 

X  

Repeat mechanism 
 

Students write a 2,500 word essay on the common read. The 
essay identifies the relevance of the common read to the 
student’s discipline.  
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Faculty of Film Art and Creative Technologies 

Module descriptor  

Digital Skills for Animation: An 
Introduction 

Stage: 
1 

Code: 
As supplied 
by Banner 

Credits: 
5 
 

Status: 
M 

Department Department of Film and Media 

Programme BA (Hons) in Animation 

Pre requisite None 

Co requisite All in Stage One or equivalent or equivalent 

Total indicative study 
hours 

Self-Directed Study 
60 

Directed Study 
40 

Total 
100 

Module aims The subject presents the student with the opportunity to: 

• Gain a necessary foundation in the digital software and 
hardware basics essential for the production of animation 
projects. 

• Complete a number of practical projects that exercise and 
develop their technical skills and competencies 

• Gain a fundamental awareness and understanding of the key 
role and essential management of digital systems and 
techniques in the animation production process 

Intended learning 
outcomes 

On successful completion of the module students will be able to: 

• Demonstrate a sound foundation in the basic digital skills 
necessary for animation production. 

• Have completed a number of practical projects developing 
their digital skills and competencies. 

• Demonstrate a theoretical and practical understanding of the 
key role and management of digital skills within animation 
projects. 

• Develop their own project work using appropriate digital 
hardware and software 

Indicative content The student will be introduced to the following software during 
this module 

• Photoshop 

• Premiere 

• Flash 
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Indicative learning 
resources 
 

Essential 
 
Extracts from the following resources will be Essential reading 
and viewing for this module 
 
Adobe Creative Team, 2012, Adobe Photoshop CS6 Classroom in a 
Book, San Jose: Adobe 
Adobe Creative Team, 2013 Adobe Premier CC Classroom in a 
Book, San Jose: Adobe 
Adobe Creative Team, 2013 Adobe flash Professional CC 
classroom in a Book, San Jose: Adobe 
Oldham, Gabriella.1992, First Cut: Conversations with Film 
Editors, University of California Berkeley 
 
Supplemental  
 
This will vary according to the needs of individual students. They 
will define reference material through negotiation with tutor(s) as 
a response to their support research for their project work 

Indicative self-directed  
study strategies 
 
 

 

Lab/studio 
work 

x 
 

VLE use 
x 

 

Assignments 
x 

 

Indicative assessment 
strategy 
 

Assessment Strategy 

• There is a summative assessment of all completed project 
deliverables at the end of a module. 

• There is at least one formative feedback point and critical 
review at an appropriate mid point during the module. 

• Project deliverables are described and specified in the module 
project brief as indicative outcomes. 

• Each project deliverable (indicative outcome) addresses one 
or more of the learning outcomes in the module.  

 
Indicative Assessment Breakdown 
Total Module Coursework 100%  incorporating;  
• Presentation of  a portfolio of project work (in the form of 

animation line tests) including evidence of process and 
outcome  

• Contribution to  group/peer  critiques  and reviews 

Intended Learning Outcome Project 

LO 1 x 

LO 2 x 

LO 3 x 

LO 4 x 
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Repeat mechanism 
 

Repeat with attendance. On a case-by-case basis, it may be 
possible to resubmit project assignments as Summer Project, with 
grades being submitted to the Autumn Exam Board. 
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Faculty of Film Art and Creative Technologies 

Module descriptor  

Design for Animation : An Introduction Stage: 
1 

Code: 
As supplied 
by Banner 

Credits: 
5 
 

Status: 
 M  

Department Department of Film and Media 

Programme 
BA (Hons) in Animation 

Pre requisite None 

Co requisite All in Stage One or equivalent 

Total indicative study 
hours 

Self-Directed Study 
60 

Directed Study 
40 

Total 
100 

Module aims The subject presents the student with the opportunity to: 

• Achieve a basic working and theoretical knowledge of visual 
design principles for animation  

• Recognise and explore the basic design principles in a creative 
and expressive and use these design principles to 
communicate a range of moods and emotions  

• Engage in basic visual research and understand its relevance 
to animation film making 

• Understand the basic terminology of design and develop 
abilities to evaluate and criticise individual and group work 

• Develop presentation skills 
 
Design is linked to the personal project in Stage One 

Intended learning 
outcomes 

On successful completion of the module, students will be able to: 

• Isolate and define core design principles and analyse visual 
images using the basic terminology of design 

• Employ an understanding of and engagement with the 
creative and critical design process. 

• Apply design principles in a creative and expressive way to 
project work, communicating a range of moods and emotions. 

• Evaluate and criticise individual and group work 
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Indicative content Indicative Syllabus: 
 
Visual Language  
Composition, Framing, Negative space (single and multiple level), 
Shape, Silhouette, Silhouette Storyboard, Tone, ,Texture, Media 
Application, Line Quality, Presentation skills, Understanding the 
Design Process, Visual Research, Personal Project. 
 
Activities  
Film analysis, illustration, character and background creation, 
experimentation. 

Indicative learning 
resources 
 

Essential 
 
Extracts from the following resources will be Essential reading 
and viewing for this module 
 
Berger, John, 1972, Ways of Seeing, London: Penguin 
McCloud, Scott, 1994, Understanding Comics: the Invisible Art,  
London: Harper Perennial  
Henning, Fritz, 1983, Concept and Composition, Cincinnati: 
Northern Light Publishers 
Wilde, Judith & Richard, 1991, Visual Literacy, New York: Watson 
Guptill Publications 
 
Supplemental 
This will vary according to the needs of individual students. They 
will define reference material through negotiation with tutor(s) as 
a response to their support research for their project work 

Indicative self-directed 
study strategies 

 

Reading  x  

Lab/studio work  x  

Study  x  

VLE use x  

Fieldwork  x  

Assignments x  

Indicative assessment 
strategy 
 

Assessment Strategy 

• There is a summative assessment of completed project 
deliverables at the end of a module. 

• There is at least one formative feedback point and critical 
review at an appropriate point during the module. 

• Project deliverables are described and specified in the module 
project brief as indicative outcomes. 

• Each project deliverable (indicative outcome) addresses one 
or more of the learning outcomes in the module.  

• Alternative methods of assessment (self-assessment, peer 
assessment, for example) may be introduced where deemed 
appropriate. 
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Indicative Assessment Breakdown 
Coursework 100%  incorporating;  

• Presentation of  a portfolio of project work  including 
evidence of process and outcome 

• A reflective journal/notebook  
 

Intended Learning Outcome Project 

LO 1 x 

LO 2 x 

LO 3 x 

LO 4 x 

Repeat mechanism 
 

Repeat with attendance. On a case-by-case basis, it may be 
possible to resubmit project assignments as Summer Project, with 
grades being submitted to the Autumn Exam Board. 
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Faculty of Film Art and Creative Technologies 

Module descriptor  

Life Drawing: An Introduction to Anatomy 
and Media  
 

Stage: 
1 

Code: 
As supplied 
by Banner 

Credits: 
10 
 

Status: 
M  

Department Department of Film & Media 

Programme BA (Hons) in Animation  

Pre requisite 
None  

Co requisite 
All in Stage One or equivalent or equivalent  

Total indicative study 
hours 

Self-Directed Study 
120 

Directed Study 
80 

Total 
200 

Module aims The subject presents the student with the opportunity to: 
• To develop observational, gestural and interpretative drawing 

skills through appropriate drawing processes and exercises.  
• To introduce students to a range of skills through a variety of 

drawing media.  
• To develop the ability to apply knowledge of the human form 

using their kinaesthetic intelligence/knowledge as an 
exploratory tool to produce drawings.  

• Expand knowledge of historical and contemporary practice in 
drawing through reference and discourse.  

• Develop ability to critically evaluate their work and the work 
of others  

 
Connectivity 
• Drawing skill supports animation through knowledge 

and  ability to interpret structure and movement, expression 
in drawing helps develop ‘acting’ in animation, expression 
through use of a variety of media develops aesthetic 
awareness and visual language improving the overall design of 
work in animation.   

 

• Exploration of historic and contemporary reference material 
expands conceptual awareness of the thematic and aesthetic 
possibilities of their work in animation. 

Intended learning 
outcomes 

On successful completion of the module students will  be able to: 
• Make observational drawings that show evidence of fluency, 

confidence and expressive focus appropriate to this level. 
• Employ skills in the use of a variety of media and drawing 

techniques. 
• Show evidence of drawing as a form of exploration and 

research through drawing studies of human and other forms, 
including the exploration of structure and anatomy.  
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• Demonstrate that they are developing a critical awareness of 
their own work and the work of others.  

Indicative content The subject is practical and carried out in a series of time-tabled 
sessions; work done in the studio and location is complemented 
by personal work in research notebooks and research in library 
and other sources.  
 
Drawing processes and techniques used: 
• Various processes of observational drawing : Blind contour 

drawing; Negative shape; Silhouette; Contour drawing, Tonal 
studies using various light sources  

• Various processes of Gestural drawing; Memory drawing, 
Movement-continuous & sequenced, Rhythm, emphasis 
/weight/ drawing to music, Action/force studies  

• Detailed analytical and structural drawing  
• Exploration of media mark making and line quality  
• Exploration of light and tone  

Activities  
• Studio and location drawing (directed and self-directed)  
• Group critiques and evaluations  
• Presentation of work  
• Demonstrations and presentations  
 

Research: 

• Research through practice.  

• Research using library, internet, and gallery visits   

• Range of media and approaches:  

• Dry: charcoal, compressed, Conte, and graphite, oil and chalk 
pastel, pens and markers,  

• Wet inks, and water based paints 

• Collage elements - various. 
Alternative materials as defined by the student 

Indicative learning 
resources 
 

Essential 
 
Extracts from the following resources will be Essential reading 
and viewing for this module 
 
Bayrle, T. (2002). Vitamin P: new perspectives in painting : Tomma 
Abts, Franz Ackermann, Nader Ahriman, Phaidon: London   
Dexter, Emma. (2005). Vitamin D: new perspectives in drawing. 
Phaidon: London 
Hoptman, L. J. (2002). Drawing now: eight propositions, New 
York: Museum of Modern Art New York.   
Kaupelis, R. (1980). Experimental drawing. New York, Watson-
Guptill Publications. 
Kovats, T. (2005). The drawing book: a survey of drawing, the 
primary means of expression, Black Dog. London 
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Nicolaides, K. (2008). The natural way to draw: a working plan for 
art study. London: Souvenir.   
 
Supplemental 
This will vary according to the needs of individual students. They 
will define reference material through negotiation with tutor(s) as 
a response to their support research for their project work 
 

Indicative self-directed  
study strategies 
 
 

 

Reading  
x 

 

Lab/studio 
work 

x 
 

Study  
x 

 

VLE use 
x 

 

Fieldwork  
x 

 

Assignments 
x 

 

Indicative assessment 
strategy 
 

Assessment Strategy 

• There is a summative assessment of completed project 
deliverables at the end of a module. 

• There is at least one formative feedback point and critical 
review at an appropriate point during the module. 

• Project deliverables are described and specified in the module 
project brief as indicative outcomes. 

• Each project deliverable (indicative outcome) addresses one 
or more of the learning outcomes in the module. 

• Alternative methods of assessment (such as peer and self-
assessment) may be used where deemed appropriate.  

 
Indicative Assessment Breakdown 
Coursework 100%  incorporating;  

• Presentation of  a portfolio of project work  including 
evidence of process and outcome 

• A reflective journal/notebook 

Intended Learning Outcome Project 

LO 1 X 

LO 2 X 

LO 3 X 

LO 4 x 

Repeat mechanism 
 

Repeat with attendance. On a case-by-case basis, it may be 
possible to resubmit project assignments as Summer Project, with 
grades being submitted to the Autumn Exam Board. 
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Faculty of Film Art and Creative Technologies 

Module descriptor  

Animation Principles Stage: 
1 

Code: 
As supplied 
by Banner 

Credits: 
20 
 

Status: 
M 

Department Department of Film and Media 

Programme BA (Hons) in Animation 

Pre requisite 
None 

Co requisite 
All in Stage One or equivalent  

Total indicative study 
hours 

Self-Directed Study 
160 

Directed Study 
240 

Total 
400 

Module aims The subject presents the student with the opportunity to: 

• Gain a solid foundation in fundamental animation  
techniques, principles  and processes through hand drawn 
animation 

• To establish core competencies in other fundamental 
animation techniques (sand, cut-out, clay, pixilation). 

• Develop students’ familiarity with drawn animation technique 
and how it relates and informs other animation media. 

• Develop critical awareness in relation to personal work and 
the work of others through presentation and review. 

Intended learning 
outcomes 

On successful completion of the module, students will  be able to: 

• Demonstrate the basic principles of drawn animated 
technique through a series of completed practical projects. 

• Evidence a familiarity with the techniques and expressive 
qualities of a variety of different animation media. 

• Demonstrate appropriate presentation and communication 
skills. 

• Demonstrate methods of organising workload. 

Indicative content This module introduces the following principles and techniques in 
Drawn Animation 
 
Drawn Animation 

• Planning and staging, flipping and rolling, squash and stretch, 
paths of action, volume, balance and weight, timing and 
spacing, animation in perspective cause and effect, 
overlapping action, keys breakdowns and in-betweens, cycle’ 

 
Indicative content project work: 

• Bouncing Rubber Ball 

• Pendulum Swing 

• Wave Action 
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• Side Treadmill Walk Cycle 

• Forward Treadmill walk cycle 

• Bird Flight 
 

This module introduces the following principles and techniques in 
Experimental Animation: 
 
Experimental Animation: 

• Scratching and drawing on film, Cut outs, Sand animation , 
Flip books , Single level animation, Pixilation 

 
Indicative content project work: 

• Cut out Project 

• Single Level Shot Production 

• Sand Manipulation Project 

Indicative learning 
resources 
 

Essential 

• Blair, Preston, 1986 Learn to draw Animated Cartoons, Laguna 
Hills CA, Walter Foster Publishing  

• Blair, Preston. 1994  Cartoon Animation, Walter Foster 
publishing, Laguna Hills, CA 

• Johnston, Ollie, 1995,  The Illusion of Life, New York: Hyperion 

• Muybridge, Edweard, 1957, Animals in Motion, Dover, New 
York 

• Muybridge, Edweard, 1984, The Male and Female Figure in 
Motion,  New York: Dover 

• Russett, Robert, 1976,  Experimental Animation,  London: Da 
Capo Press 

• Williams, Richard, 2000,  The Animators Survival Kit, London: 
Faber & Faber 

 

www.youtube.com     
www.penciltestdepot.com     
www.vimeo.com 
 
Supplemental 
This will vary according to the needs of individual students. They 
will define reference material through negotiation with tutor(s) as 
a response to their support research for their project work 

http://www.youtube.com/
http://www.penciltestdepot.com/
http://www.vimeo.com/
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Indicative self-directed  
study strategies 
 
 

 

Reading  x 

Lab/studio work x 

Study  x 

VLE use x 

Assignments x 

Indicative assessment 
strategy 
 

Assessment Strategy 

• There is a summative assessment of all completed project 
deliverables at the end of a module. 

• There is at least one formative feedback point and critical 
review at an appropriate mid point during the module. 

• Project deliverables are described and specified in the module 
project brief as indicative outcomes. 

• Each project deliverable (indicative outcome) addresses one 
or more of the learning outcomes in the module.  

 
Indicative Assessment Breakdown 
Coursework 100% CA  incorporating; Presentation of  a portfolio 
of project work (in the form of animation line tests saved as 
digital files) including evidence of process and outcome  
The Breakdown of the two Strands of Animation Technique are- 
Drawn Animation 75% of Total       
Experimental Animation 25% of Total 
 

Intended Learning Outcome Project 

LO 1 X 

LO 2 X 

LO 3 X 

LO 4 X 

Repeat mechanism 
 

Repeat with attendance. On a case-by-case basis, it may be 
possible to resubmit project assignments as Summer Project, with 
grades being submitted to the Autumn Exam Board. 
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Faculty of Film Art and Creative Technologies 

Module descriptor  

Storyboarding and Layout 
 

Stage: 
1 

Code: 
 

Credits: 
10 

Status: 
M  

Department Department of Film and Media 

Programme BA (Hons) in Animation 

Pre requisite None 

Co requisite All in Stage One or equivalent 

Total indicative study 
hours 

Self-Directed Study 
120 

Directed Study 
80 

Total 
200 

Module aims The subject presents the student with the opportunity to 

• Achieve a basic working and theoretical knowledge of visual 
design principles for cinematography and film 

• Recognise and explore the basic principles of storyboarding 

• Recognise and explore the basic principles Layout design 

• Develop and explore Storytelling and Story reel practice for 
Animation Production  

• Understand the basic terminology of the design “process” for 
cinematography and Animation 

Intended learning 
outcomes 

On successful completion of the module, students will be able to: 

• Evidence a working and theoretical knowledge of design for 
cinematography and film, as well as the basic terminology of 
design  

• Demonstrate research methods to support the design process 

• Demonstrate working design knowledge in visualising a script 
as a storyboard 

• Demonstrate abilities to evaluate and critique individual and 
group work 

Indicative content Identify concepts, project content and activities 

• Studies carried out in 1 and 2 point perspective 

• Studies carried out in silhouetted composition 

• Compositional Techniques 

• Production of Compositional Layouts 

• Production of Storyboards 

• Introduction to pre-production design  

• Storyreel  production 

• Group and Individual critique 

Indicative learning 
resources 
 

Essential 
Byrne, Mark T., (2000) Art of Layout and Storyboarding, Leixlip, 
Ireland: Mark T Byrne Publications 
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Supplemental 
Culhane, Shamus, (1989) Animation: From Script to Screen, 
London: Columbus Books 
Enevoldsen, Morten Seung,2012, The Art of Short Films, 
CreateSpace Independent Publishing 
Glebas, Francis, 2008, Directing the Story: Professional 
Storytelling and Storyboarding Techniques for Live Action and 
Animation, Boston: Focus Press 
Hanh, Don, 2007, Dream Worlds: Production Design for 
Animation, Boston: Focal Press  
Henning, Fritz (1983),Concept and Composition Cincinnati: 
Northern Light Publishers  
MacLean, Fra 
Mc Kee, Robert, (1997),Story: Substance, Structure, Style and The 
Principles of Screenwriting,   Harper Entertainment 
McCloud, Scott (1991) Understanding Comics: the Invisible Art, 
London: Harper Perennial 
Wilde, Judith & Richard (1991) Visual Literacy, New York: Watson 
Guptill Publicationsser, Setting the Scene, San Francisco: 
Chronicle Books  

Indicative self-directed  
study strategies 
 
 

 

Reading  X  

Lab/studio work X  

VLE use X  

Assignments x  

Indicative assessment 
strategy 
 

Assessment Strategy 

• There is a summative assessment of all completed project 
deliverables at the end of a module. 

• There is at least one formative feedback point and critical 
review at an appropriate mid point during the module. 

• Project deliverables are described and specified in the module 
project brief as indicative outcomes. 

• Each project deliverable (indicative outcome) addresses one 
or more of the learning outcomes in the module.  

 
Indicative Assessment Breakdown 
Total Module Coursework 100%  incorporating;  
• Presentation of  a portfolio of project work  including 

evidence of process and outcome  
• Contribution to  group/peer  critiques  and reviews 

Intended Learning Outcome Project 

LO 1 X 

LO 2 X 

LO 3 X 

LO 4 X 

Repeat mechanism 
 

Repeat with attendance. On a case-by-case basis, it may be 
possible to resubmit project assignments as Summer Project, with 
grades being submitted to the Autumn Exam Board. 
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D7.2 Stage 2  

Faculty of Film Art and Creative Technologies 

Module descriptor  

CCS: Issues in Film and Animation Studies Stage: 
2 

Code: 
 

Credits: 
10 

Status: 
M  

Department Department of Film and Media 

Programme BA (Hons) in Animation 

Pre requisite Stage 1 

Total indicative study 
hours 

Self-Directed Study 
120 

Directed Study 
80 

Total 
200 

Module aims • To focus on the contemporary landscape of film and 
animation in both national and global contexts 

• To deepen engagement with key theoretical approaches to 
animation visual culture, contemporary and historical 

• To develop students’ capacity for research and independent 
critical thinking 

• To advance students’ familiarity and comfort levels with 
standard academic formats and practices 

• To develop confidence in writing for film 
 

Intended learning 
outcomes 

On successful completion of the module, students will be able to:  

• Demonstrate an understanding of more advanced 
critical/theoretical approaches to film and animation 

• Demonstrate an awareness of key contemporary issues in the 
national and global film and animation industries 

• Demonstrate  familiarity with standard academic and 
research formats and practices 

• Demonstrate an understanding of basic narrative structures 
and their uses within animated film 

 

Indicative content • The contemporary film and animation landscape in the Irish 
context (e.g. industry, representation, politics) and the 
international context (e.g. digital cultures and new media, 
reception and audiences) 

• Advanced theoretical issues in Film Studies and Animation 
Studies 

• Introduction to basic narrative structures and their uses 
within animated film 

• Script writing and the structures of film narrative  
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Indicative learning 
resources 
 

Barton, Ruth (2004), Irish National Cinema, London: Routledge 
Chatman, Seymour (1980). Story and Discourse: Narrative 
Structure in Fiction and Film, New York: Cornell University Press 
Leslie, Esther (2004) Hollywood Flatlands: Animation, Critical 
Theory and the Avant Garde, London: Verso 
McKee, Robert (1999). Story: Style, Structure, Substance, and the 
Principles of Screenwriting, London: Methuen 
Monaco, James (2009) How to Read a Film, Oxford University 
Press 
Wells, Paul (2009) The Animated Bestiary: Animals, Cartoons, and 
Culture, New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press 

Indicative self-directed  
study strategies 
 
 

 

Reading  x  

Study  x  

VLE use x  

Fieldwork  x  

Assignments x  

Indicative assessment 
strategy 
 

100% CA (written critical/historical essays; oral presentations) 

Intended Learning Outcome CA 

LO 1 x 

LO 2 x 

LO 3 x 

LO 4 x 

Repeat mechanism 
 

Repeat with attendance. On a case-by-case basis, it may be 
possible to resubmit project assignments as Summer Project, with 
grades being submitted to the Autumn Exam Board. 
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Faculty of Film Art and Creative Technologies 

Module descriptor  

Life Drawing: Advanced Anatomy Stage: 
2 

Code: 
As supplied 
by Banner 

Credits: 
5 
 

Status: 
 M  

Department Department of Film and Media 

Programme BA (Hons) in Animation 

Pre requisite Stage 1 

Co requisite All in stage 2 or equivalent 

Total indicative study 
hours 

Self-Directed Study 
60 

Directed Study 
 40 

Total 
100 

Module aims The subject presents the student with the opportunity to: 
• Deepen the students’ ability in drawing using observational, 

analytical, gestural and interpretive approaches, in relation to 
the human figure and other sources.  

• Extend and facilitate their ability in and use of a variety of 
media in drawing and image making.  

• Deepen and extend their knowledge of the structure of the 
human body and how it works and further extend their ability 
to express this knowledge through drawing.  

• Extend a conceptual and aesthetic awareness of the 
possibilities of drawing.  

• Extend and develop critical skills of discourse, evaluation and 
contextualisation of image making particularly in relation to 
drawing with reference to historic and contemporary sources. 

 
Connectivity 
• Drawing skill underpins animation through knowledge of 

structure and movement, expression in drawing connects to 
‘acting’ animation, expression and use of media develops 
aesthetic awareness and visual language improving the 
overall design of work in animation.  

• Exploration and  discourse on reference material historic and 
contemporary in image making expands conceptual 
awareness of the thematic and aesthetic possibilities of their 
work in animation  across aspects of  narrative, design etc   

Intended learning 
outcomes 

On successful completion of the module students will  be able to: 
• Demonstrate an ability to directly express through drawing 

the vital physical information in a variety of human actions 
and physical expressions. 

• Employ an understanding and comprehension of the 
dynamics and structure of anatomical forms within the 
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human body through responsive observational and research 
drawing.  

• Apply an understanding of the function and application of 
drawing as a form of exploration, research and expression. 

• Demonstrate an engagement with drawing on a personal level 
outside the classroom situation through personal work, and 
an increasing critical and creative growth through the same 
means.          

 

Indicative content • Observational Drawing – studio and location 

• Gestural drawing - studio and location 

• Analytical Drawing: 
o Analysis of fundamental forces weight and balance. 
o Analysis of structural elements within the body 
o Analysis of light and use of tone   

• Experimental and interpretative drawing using a variety of 
media and process  

• Interpretative and intuitive drawing exploring rhythm, 
movement and mark making 

• Reference and research into style and interpretation, visual 
language and subject, with reference to historical and 
contemporary sources of drawing and art making. 

• Further exploration and development of appreciation of the 
interpretative/expressive value of media in the production of 
the visual image. 

• Keeping of personal visual notebooks and sketchbooks 

• Group critiques and evaluations  
o Presentation of work  
o Demonstrations and presentations  

 
Research through practice.   

• Research using library, internet, and gallery visits   

• Range of media and approaches:  

• Dry drawing tools charcoal, compressed, Conte, and graphite, 
oil and chalk pastel, pens, markers 

• Wet media, inks, and water based paints.  

• Collage elements - various. 

• Virtual drawing tools 

• Alternative source materials as defined by the student 

Indicative learning 
resources 
 

Recommended reference:   
Bayrle, T. (2002). Vitamin P: new perspectives in painting: Tomma 
Abts, Franz Ackermann, Nader Ahriman, Phaidon: London.   
Edwards, B. (1989). Drawing on the right side of the brain a 
course in enhancing creativity and artistic confidence. Los 
Angeles: J.P. Taschen 
Hoptman, L. J. (2002). Drawing now: eight propositions. New 
York: Museum of Modern Art, New York.   
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Kaupelis, R. (1980). Experimental drawing. Watson-Guptill 
Publications, New York. 
Kovats, T. (2005). The drawing book: a survey of drawing, the 
primary means of expression, Black Dog, London.  
Nicolaides, K. (2008). The natural way to draw: a working plan for 
art study. London: Souvenir. 

Indicative self-directed  
study strategies 
 
 

 

Reading  x  

Lab/studio work x  

Study  x  

VLE use x  

Fieldwork  x  

Assignments x  

Indicative assessment 
strategy 
 

Assessment Strategy 

• There is a summative assessment of completed project 
deliverables at the end of a module. 

• There is at least one formative feedback point and critical 
review at an appropriate point during the module. 

• Project deliverables are described and specified in the module 
project brief as indicative outcomes. 

• Each project deliverable (indicative outcome) addresses one 
or more of the learning outcomes in the module.  

• Alternative assessment strategies such as self/peer 
assessment etc may be used where deemed appropriate. 

 
Indicative Assessment Breakdown 
Coursework 100%  incorporating;  

• Presentation of  a portfolio of project work  including 
evidence of process and outcome 

• A reflexive journal/notebook 

• Contribution to  group/peer  critiques  and reviews 

Intended Learning Outcome Project 

LO 1 x 

LO 2 x 

LO 3 x 

LO 4 x 

Repeat mechanism 
 

Repeat with attendance. On a case-by-case basis, it may be 
possible to resubmit project assignments as Summer Project, with 
grades being submitted to the Autumn Exam Board. 
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Faculty of Film Art and Creative Technologies 

Module descriptor  

Design for Animation Production Stage: 
2 

Code: 
As supplied 
by Banner 

Credits: 
Multiples 
of 5 
 

Status: 
M  

Department Department of Film & Media 

Programme Animation Stage 2 

Pre requisite Stage One 

Co requisite All in Stage Two or equivalent 

Total indicative study 
hours 

Self-Directed Study 
 

Directed Study 
 

Total 
100 

Module aims The subject presents the student with the opportunity to: 

• Enhance knowledge in 2D visual design, learn core colour 
theory and application. 

• Recognise, isolate and explore design elements  

• Understand the terminology of design and image making 

• Build on existing knowledge of the design process 

• Continue to develop and deepen a personal visual language 
 

Intended learning 
outcomes 

On completion of this module, the student will be able to: 

• Illustrate use of research and critical process in Visual Analysis 

• Demonstrate an ability to use design techniques in a creative 
and expressive way, culminating in a process of World 
Creation Design, including Character and Environment  

• Practice utilising design techniques to produce a given 
emotional effect on the viewer 

• Demonstrate an understanding of core Colour Theory and 
using colour to create mood and emotion 

• Criticize their own and others’ individual work in progress and 
be able to verbalize 

• Employ  the creative design process 

Indicative content Visual Design: 

• Investigation and exploration of more advanced design 
elements: Visual Analysis, Colour Theory and Design, 
Emphasis and focus, World Creation. 
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Indicative learning 
resources 
 

Essential:   
Berger, J, 1972, Ways of Seeing, Penguin, London 
Byrne, M, 2000, The art of Layout and Storyboarding, Mark T 
Byrne Publications, Leixlip Ireland 
Henning, F, 1983, Concept and Composition. Northern Light 
Publishers, Cincinnati 
Howard, R, 1993, Gouache for Illustration, Watson-Guptill 
Publications, New York 
McCloud, S, 1994,  Understanding Comics: The Invisible Art, 
Harper Perennial, London 
Wilde, J, Wilde, R, 1991, Visual Literacy, New York, Watson Guptill 
Publications 
 
Viewing: 
Disney Productions, The Lion King, USA, 1994 
Disney Productions, The Little Mermaid USA, 1989 
Disney Productions, Peter Pan, USA, 1953 
TVC Productions, The Tailor of Gloucester, UK, 1993 
Murakami, The Snowman, UK, 1982 
 

Indicative self-directed  
study strategies 
 
 

 

Reading  x  

Lab/studio work x  

Study  x  

VLE use x  

Fieldwork  x  

Assignments x  

Indicative assessment 
strategy 
 

Assessment Strategy 

• There is a summative assessment of completed project 
deliverables at the end of a module. 

• There is at least one formative feedback point and critical 
review at an appropriate mid point during the module. 

• Project deliverables are described and specified in the module 
project brief as indicative outcomes. 

• Each project deliverable (indicative outcome) addresses one 
or more of the learning outcomes in the module.  

• Alternative methods of assessment (eg self/peer assessment 
etc) may be introduced where deemed appropriate. 

 
Indicative Assessment Breakdown 
Coursework 100%  incorporating: 

• Presentation of  a portfolio of project work  including 
evidence of process and outcome 

• A reflective journal/notebook  

• Contribution to  group/peer  critiques  and reviews 
 
. 
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Intended Learning Outcome Project 

LO 1 x 

LO 2 x 

LO 3 x 

LO 4 x 

Repeat mechanism 
 

Repeat with attendance. On a case-by-case basis, it may be 
possible to resubmit project assignments as Summer Project, with 
grades being submitted to the Autumn Exam Board. 
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Faculty of Film Art and Creative Technologies 

Module descriptor  

Digital Skills for Animation Production Stage: 
2 

Code: 
As supplied 
by Banner 

Credits 
10 
 

Status: 
M 

Department Department of Film And Media 

Programme BA (Hons) in Animation 

Pre requisite Stage 2 

Co requisite All in Stage Two or equivalent  

Total indicative study 
hours 

Self-Directed Study 
120 

Directed Study 
80 

Total 
200 

Module aims The subject presents the student with the opportunity to: 

• Develop the digital skills essential for the production of 
animation projects. 

• To allow the student to complete a number of practical 
projects developing their digital skills and competencies. 

• Develop a strong understanding of the design and integration 
of multiple digital techniques and technologies in animation 
projects 

Intended learning 
outcomes 

On successful completion of the module students will  be able to: 

• Demonstrate the development of the digital skills essential for 
the production of animation projects. 

• Complete a number of practical projects that develop their 
acquired digital skills and competencies. 

• Demonstrate an understanding of the design and integration 
of multiple digital techniques and technologies in animation 
projects. 

• Integrate digital solutions into the development of their own 
project work. 

Indicative content Digital Skills: 

• Digital image settings, standards and storage 

• Photoshop continues 
 
Intermediate Flash: 

• Creating performances based character animations 

• Larger flash projects for output to video 

• Integration of Flash with other animation techniques and 
technologies 

 
3D Introduction to Maya: 

• BASICS: Interface Basics. Creating, manipulating primitives. 
Edit Mesh. FFD’s. File naming and scene management. 
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• BUILD: Basic (primitives) modelling strategies. Sketching and 
planning a model. Line and Extrude. Booleans. Materials 
Basics. UVW mapping. 

• RENDER: Rendering. Outputs. Test renders and previews. 
Filetypes and uses. Optimising the scene to help render. 
Backup. 

 
Intermediate Maya 

• BASICS: Interface Basics. Creating, manipulating primitives. 
Edit Mesh modelling. FFD modelling. Meshsmooth 

• BUILD: Modelling strategies (primitives). Sketching and 
planning a model. Line and Extrude. Booleans. Materials 
Basics. The material editor 

• RENDER: Rendering. Outputs. Test renders and previews. 
Filetypes and uses. Backup 

 
After Effects 

• Intro to After Effects UI and basic concepts. Intro to 3D layers 
and cameras. Basic After Effects workflow (compositions and 
layers). Basic effects and presets in After Effects. Importing to 
and exporting from After Effects. Sound and After Effects. 

 
Sound Studies 

• Recording sounds, importing and manipulating sounds in 
Audacity, mixing tracks and outputting as single soundtrack, 
breaking down soundtrack, dope-sheeting, creating animation 
to match soundtrack 

 
Editing and Compositing 

• Using Editing (Adobe Premiere) and Compositing (Adobe After 
Effects) programs to combine digital layers with digital 
background, adding digital effects, editing, adding sound, and 
exporting final movies.   

 

Indicative learning 
resources 
 

Essential  
 
Extracts from the following books will be Essential reading  for 
this module 
 
Adobe Creative Team (2013) Adobe After Effects CC Classroom in 
a Book, San Jose: Adobe 
Autodesk Maya Press, 2007, The art of Maya: an introduction to 
3D computer graphics, John Wiley & Sons  
Brinkmann (2008) The Art and Science of Digital Compositing: 
Techniques for Visual Effects, Animation and Motion Graphics, 
Morgan Kaufmann  
Georgenes, Chris (2012) Pushing Pixels: Secret Weapons for the 
Modern Flash Animator, Boston: Focal Press 
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Meyer, Trish, Meyer, Chris (2013) Creating Motion Graphics with 
After Effects: Essential and Advanced Techniques, Focus Press 
Rodriguez, David (2013). Animation Methods Rigging Made Easy, 
CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform  
Watkinson, John (2002) Introduction to Digital Audio, Boston: 
Focal Press 
 
Supplemental  
This will vary according to the needs of individual students. They 
will define reference material through negotiation with tutor(s) as 
a response to their support research for their project work 

Indicative self-directed  
study strategies 
 
 

 

Lab/studio work X  

Study  X  

VLE use X  

Assignments X  

Indicative assessment 
strategy 
 

Assessment Strategy 

• There is a summative assessment of all completed project 
deliverables at the end of a module. 

• There is at least one formative feedback point and critical 
review at an appropriate mid point during the module. 

• Project deliverables are described and specified in the module 
project brief as indicative outcomes. 

• Each project deliverable (indicative outcome) addresses one 
or more of the learning outcomes in the module.  

 
Indicative Assessment Breakdown 
Coursework 100%  incorporating;  

• Presentation of  a portfolio of project work (in the form of 
digital animation)  including evidence of process and outcome 

• Contribution to  group/peer  critiques  and reviews 
 

Intended Learning Outcome Project 

LO 1 X 

LO 2 X 

LO 3 X 

LO 4 X 

Repeat mechanism 
 

Repeat with attendance. On a case-by-case basis, it may be 
possible to resubmit project assignments as Summer Project, with 
grades being submitted to the Autumn Exam Board. 
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Faculty of Film Art and Creative Technologies 

Module descriptor  

Character Animation Principles Stage: 
2 

Code: 
As supplied 
by Banner 

Credits: 
10 
 

Status: 
M 

Department Department of Film and Media 

Programme BA (Hons) in Animation 

Pre requisite 
Stage 1 

Co requisite 
All in Stage Two or equivalent 

Total indicative study 
hours 

Self-Directed Study 
120 

Directed Study 
80 

Total 
200 

Module aims The subject presents the student with the opportunity to: 

• Develop acquired skills from stage 1 in the principles of drawn 
animation. 

• Enhance understanding of human motion 

• Enhance understanding Character performance 

• Enhance understanding of scene composition and timing for 
animation   

Intended learning 
outcomes 

On completion of this module the student will be able to: 

• Demonstrate a range of skills in applied animation principles 
through a series of practical assignments 

• Demonstrate design skills in the areas of character 
construction, posing, staging, and the animation of the human 
form 

• Visually and critically analyse animation content in relation to 
one's own work and others. 

• Demonstrate appropriate organisational, presentation and 
communication skills 
 

Indicative content • Side treadmill Sneak walk cycle 

• The Human side Step 

• The heavy Jump 

Indicative learning 
resources 
 

Essential 
Johnston, Ollie, and Frank Thomas (1995) The Illusion of Life, New 
York: Hyperion  
Muybridge, Edwaerd (1984) The Male and Female Figure in 
Motion, New York: Dover  
Williams, Richard (2000) The Animators Survival Kit London: Faber 
& Faber 
 
Online: 
www.youtube.com 

http://www.youtube.com/
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www.penciltestdepot.com 
 
Supplemental  
Blair, Preston (1994) Cartoon Animation, Laguna Hills Ca: Walter 
Foster Publishing 1994 
Hart, C (1997) How to Draw Animation, New York: Watson-Guptill 
Publications 
Muybridge, Edwaerd (1957)  Animals in Motion, New York: Dover 
Publications 
 
www.vimeo.com 
www.CartoonBrew.com 
www.CartoonResearch.com 

Indicative self-directed 
study strategies 
 
 

 

Reading  x  

Lab/studio work x  

Study  x  

VLE use x  

Fieldwork  x  

Assignments x  

Indicative assessment 
strategy 
 

Assessment Strategy 

• There is a summative assessment of all completed project 
deliverables at the end of a module. 

• There is at least one formative feedback point and critical 
review at an appropriate mid point during the module. 

• Project deliverables are described and specified in the module 
project brief as indicative outcomes. 

• Each project deliverable (indicative outcome) addresses one 
or more of the learning outcomes in the module.  

 
Indicative Assessment Breakdown 
Coursework 100%  CA: Project work incorporating;  

• Presentation of a portfolio of project work in the form of 
animation line tests saved as digital files.   

• Contribution to  group/peer  critiques  

Intended Learning Outcome Project 

LO 1 X 

LO 2 X 

LO 3 X 

LO 4 X 

Repeat mechanism 
 

Repeat with attendance. On a case-by-case basis, it may be 
possible to resubmit project assignments as Summer Project, with 
grades being submitted to the Autumn Exam Board. 
 

http://www.penciltestdepot.com/
http://www.vimeo.com/
http://www.cartoonbrew.com/
http://www.cartoonresearch.com/
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Faculty of Film Art and Creative Technologies 

Module Descriptor  

Skills Based Elective Module Stage: 
2 

Code: 
As supplied 
by Banner 

Credits: 
5 
 

Status: 
M 

Department Film & Media,  Design &Visual Art, Technology & Psychology 

Programme All programmes in the Faculty of Film, Art & Creative Technology 

Pre requisite None 

Total indicative study 
hours 

Self-Directed Study 
55  

Directed Study 
45  

Total 
100 

Module aims The module is to provide the learner with an opportunity to study 
outside of their normal discipline and to encounter a range of 
themes, ideas, creative and critical approaches which are new to 
them.  They work with students and staff from across the Faculty, 
so as well as encountering new areas of study this will also be an 
important opportunity for them to network with peers and 
lecturing staff. During this module they will gain a basic level of 
proficiency in a specified skill or practice. 

Intended learning 
outcomes 

On successful completion of the module students will be able to: 

• Practice / refine the skill being learnt. 

• Develop a brief and proposal for a project. 

• Research the historical and cultural context for their skill. 

• Maintain a reflective journal of work undertaken and 
knowledge / insight gained. 

• Complete and present final project work. 
 

Indicative content See sample templates. 

Indicative learning 
resources 
 

The learning resources will vary with the skill being developed 
and will be provided by the relevant lecturers.   
 
Example from Film:   
Field, S (2007) Screenplay: The Foundations of Screenwriting. New 
York: Bantam Dell. 
 

Indicative self-directed  
study strategies 
 
 

Students should work individually and / or in teams to: 

• Practice / refine the skill being learnt. 

• Develop a brief and proposal for their final project. 

• Research the historical and cultural context for their skill. 

• Maintain a reflective journal of work undertaken and 
knowledge / insight gained. 

• Complete and present final project work. 
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Reading  X  

Lab/studio work X  

Study    

VLE use X  

Fieldwork  X  

Assignments 
X 

Project Portfolio 

Indicative assessment 
strategy 
 

40% CA, 60% Project 
Assessment shall be based on the maintenance of a reflective 
journal (CA) and delivery of a final project portfolio and / or 
presentation and/or exhibition (Project). 

Intended Learning Outcome CA Project 

LO 1 X X 

LO 2 X X 

LO 3 X  

LO 4 X X 

LO 5  X 

Repeat mechanism 
 

Repeat the following year with attendance or via transfer to an 
Exploration Elective for Autumn Repeat by research project/ 
essay. 
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Faculty of Film Art and Creative Technologies 

Module Descriptor  

Exploration Elective Module Stage: 
2 

Code: 
As supplied 
by Banner 

Credits: 
5 
 

Status: 
M 

Department Film & Media,  Design &Visual Art, Technology & Psychology 

Programme All programmes in the Faculty of Film, Art & Creative Technology 

Pre requisite None 

Total indicative study 
hours 

Self-Directed Study 
55  

Directed Study 
45  

Total 
100 

Module aims The module is to provide the learner with an opportunity to study 
outside of their normal discipline and to explore a range of 
themes, ideas, creative and critical approaches which are new to 
them.  They work with students and staff from across the Faculty, 
so as well as encountering new areas of study this will also be an 
important opportunity for them to network with peers and 
lecturing staff. During this module they will develop their critical 
understanding of disciplines in the faculty and the associated 
research skills.  

Intended learning 
outcomes 

On successful completion of the module students will be able to: 

• Identify key concepts and approaches to work in a discipline 

• Develop a brief and proposal for a project.  

• Research the historical and cultural context for their project.  

• Maintain a reflective journal of work undertaken and 
knowledge / insight gained. 

• Complete and present final project work. 
 

Indicative content See sample templates. 

Indicative learning 
resources 
 

The learning resources will vary with the discipline/concept being 
explored and will be provided by the relevant lecturers.  

Indicative self-directed  
study strategies 
 
 

Students should work individually and / or in teams to: 

• Identify key concepts and approaches to work in a discipline 

• Develop a brief and proposal for their final project.  

• Research the historical and cultural context for their final 
project.  

• Maintain a reflective journal of work undertaken and 
knowledge / insight gained. 

• Complete and present final project work. 
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Reading  X  

Lab/studio work X  

Study  X  

VLE use X  

Fieldwork  X  

Assignments X Project Portfolio 

Indicative assessment 
strategy 
 

40% CA, 60% Project 
Assessment shall be based on the maintenance of a reflective 
journal (CA) and delivery of a final project portfolio and / or 
presentation and/or exhibition (Project). 
 

Intended Learning Outcome CA Project 

LO 1 X X 

LO 2 X X 

LO 3 X  

LO 4 X X 

LO   X 

Repeat mechanism 
 

Students complete an assigned project for the Autumn Exam 
Board.  
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Faculty of Film Art and Creative Technologies 

Module descriptor  

The Animated Character Performance Stage: 
2 

Code: 
As supplied 
by Banner 

Credits: 
15 
 

Status: 
M 

Department Department of Film and Media 

Programme BA (Hons) in Animation 

Pre requisite 
Stage 1 

Co requisite 
All in Stage Two or equivalent 

Total indicative study 
hours 

Self-Directed Study 
180 

Directed Study 
120 

Total 
300 

Module aims The subject presents the student with the opportunity to: 

• Enhance and Develop the  understanding of Character 
performance through a series of Drawn and Digital media 
exercises such as  lip synchronization and action analysis  

• Develop planning skills in relation to the following:  
Producing planning, scripting, story boarding, layout and 
visual design, scene planning, storytelling. 

• Encourage and develop team/group production. 

• Enhance presentation and critique skills 

• Develop production files which record and catalogue the 
processes of pre-production, production and critical thinking 
related to the chosen project 

 

Intended learning 
outcomes 

On completion of this subject the student should be able to: 

• Demonstrate a range of skills in applied animation principles 
through a series of practical assignments 

• Demonstrate design skills in the areas of character 
construction, posing and staging to enable you to construct 
balanced animated scenes 

• Demonstrate a directorial understanding of the techniques 
necessary in the optimization of an animated piece  

• Demonstrate an understanding of team/group working 
methods and production planning when applied to animation 
production. 

Indicative content • The 3 scene Dive (Digital flash/TV paint) 

• Lip Synchronization 

• Prepare a Pre-Production Document 

• Prepare a Short Story Reel 

• Group and Individual critique 
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Indicative learning 
resources 
 

Essential 
Mc Kee, Robert (1997) Story: Substance, Structure, Style and The 
Principles of Screenwriting,   New York: Harper Entertainment 
Williams, Richard (2000)  The Animators Survival Kit, London: 
Faber & Faber 
 
www.youtube.com 
www.penciltestdepot.com 
 
Supplemental  
Cartwright, S. (1996) Pre-Production Planning for Video, Film and 
Multimedia, Boston: Focal Press 
Field, S. (1994) Screenplay: The Foundations of Screenwriting, 
New York: Dell Publishing 
Honthaner, E (1997)  The Complete Film Production Handbook, 
Oxford: Focal Press 
Katz, S D (1991) Film Directing Shot by Shot: Visualizing from 
Concept to Screen, Boston: Focal Press 
Oldham, G. (1992) First Cut: Conversations with Film Editors, 
Berkeley: University of California 
 
www.vimeo.com 
www.CartoonBrew.com 
www.CartoonResearch.com 

Indicative self-directed  
study strategies 
 
 

 

Reading  X  

Lab/studio work X  

Study  X  

VLE use X  

Fieldwork  X  

Assignments X  

Indicative assessment 
strategy 
 

Indicative Assessment Breakdown 
Coursework 50%  incorporating;  
Presentation of  a portfolio of project work in the form of 
Character Animation line tests  (samples listed below)  including 
evidence of process and outcome 

• 1 x The 3 scene Dive (Digital) 

• 1 x Lip Synchronization (Hand drawn) 
 
Coursework 50%  incorporating;  
Presentation of  a portfolio of project work  including evidence of 
process and outcome in animation storytelling 

• 1 x Pre Production Note book 

• 1 x Story Reel 

• 1 x Short animated Sequence 
 
 
 

http://www.youtube.com/
http://www.penciltestdepot.com/
http://www.vimeo.com/
http://www.cartoonbrew.com/
http://www.cartoonresearch.com/
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Intended Learning Outcome Project 

LO 1 X 

LO 2 X 

LO 3 X 

LO 4 X 

Repeat mechanism 
 

Repeat with attendance. On a case-by-case basis, it may be 
possible to resubmit project assignments as Summer Project, with 
grades being submitted to the Autumn Exam Board. 
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D7.3 Stage 3 

Faculty of Film Art and Creative Technologies 

Module descriptor  

Research Seminar & Thesis Preparation Stage: 
3 

Code: 
 

Credits: 
10 

Status: 
M  

Department Department of Film and Media 

Programme BA (Hons) in Animation 

Pre requisite Stages 1 and 2 

Total indicative study 
hours 

Self-Directed Study 
120 

Directed Study 
80 

Total 
200 

Module aims • To introduce a varied number of topics, touching on a wide 
range of filmmaking practices and theoretical approaches 

• To encourage students to suggest new areas for focus, and to 
develop group discussion on these topics 

• To enhance the student’s skills in a number of specific areas: 
oral presentation, academic writing of increased length and 
analytical depth, time management in relation to research 
and writing 

• To prepare students for the research and analysis 
undertakings associated with the preparation of their 
dissertation proposals  

Intended learning 
outcomes 

On successful completion of this module, students will be able to: 

• Demonstrate their skills in research methodologies in  
preparation for their dissertation work  

• Demonstrate their ability to understand and digest complex 
theoretical concepts and to apply them to written academic 
work 

• Demonstrate their understanding of how critical approaches 
to film can be profitably integrated with their studio practice 

• Produce a coherent, well-written, appropriately illustrated 
thesis proposal which follows FACT guidelines for the 
presentation of academic writing 

Indicative content This module comprises a variety of teaching and learning 
methodologies including group workshops/lectures, group 
seminars/reading groups, peer presentations and tutorials.  
 
Content is substantially driven by specific areas of student 
research, which will form the basis of seminars and class 
discussion.   
 
This will be complimented by tutor-led content, emphasizing the 
application of critical methodologies, i.e.: representations of 
masculinity in Science Fiction cinema; comics, illustration and 
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animation; violence in film and animation; Third cinema- political 
filmmaking; postmodernism and animation- parody and  
intertextuality; new media- digital film, CGI, art film, animation 
and the internet 
 
An extensive folder of PDF files maintained by lecturers is made 
available for reading groups and general research.  
 
Examples of its contents: 
Cohen, Jeffrey Jerome, Monster Theory; Reading Culture 
Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press  
Notaro, Anna, ‘Technology in Search of an Artist: Questions of 
Auteurism/Authorship and the Contemporary Cinematic 
Experience’ in The Velvet Light Trap, Number 57, Spring 2006, pp. 
86-97  
Ryan, Marie-Laura, ‘Fiction, Cognition and Non-Verbal Media’ in 
Grishakova, Marina. Narratologia : Intermediality and Storytelling 
(Berlin) 2010  
Taylor, Aaron, ‘He’s Gotta Be Strong, and He’s Gotta Be Fast, and 
He’s Gotta Be Larger Than Life’’: Investigating the Engendered 
Superhero Body’ in The Journal of Popular Culture, Vol. 40, No. 2, 
2007  
Zipes, Jack, ‘Why Fantasy Matters Too Much’ in  
 Journal of Aesthetic Education, Vol. 43, No. 2, (Summer, 2009), 
pp. 77-91  
 
Advanced research methodologies 

Indicative learning 
resources 
 

Texts:  
Bordwell, David, The Way Hollywood Tells It, California: University 
of California Press, 2006 
Crafton, Donald, Shadow of a Mouse: Performance, Belief, and 
World-Making in Animation, California: University of California 
Press, 2012 
Kuhn, Annette, The Power of the Image: Essays on Representation 
and Sexuality, London: Routledge, 1993 
Leslie, Esther, Hollywood Flatlands: Animation, Critical Theory and 
the Avant Garde, London: Verso, 2003 
Nichols, Bill, Movies and Methods Vol. 2, California: University of 
California Press, 1985 
 
Journals: 
Animation- an Interdisciplinary Journal (Sage) 
Animation Studies online journal at AnimationStudies.org 
 
Online: 
CartoonBrew. com 
CartoonResearch.com 
Film-Philosophy.org 
Sensesofcinema.com 
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Indicative self-directed 
study strategies 
 
 

 

Reading  x  

Study  x  

VLE use x  

Fieldwork  x  

Assignments x  

Indicative assessment 
strategy 
 

100% CA (written critical/historical essays; oral presentations; 
written literature reviews and thesis proposal) 

Intended Learning Outcome CA 

LO 1 x 

LO 2 x 

LO 3 x 

LO 4 x 

Repeat mechanism 
 

Repeat with attendance. On a case-by-case basis, it may be 
possible to resubmit project assignments as Summer Project, with 
grades being submitted to the Autumn Exam Board. 
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Faculty of Film Art and Creative Technologies 

Module descriptor  

Advanced Life Drawing for Animation Stage: 
3  

Code: 
 

Credits: 
5 

Status: 
 M  

Department Department of Film and Media 

Programme BA (Hons) in Animation 

Pre requisite Stage 1 & Stage 2 

Co requisite All in Stage Three or equivalent 

Total indicative study 
hours 

Self-Directed Study 
60 

Directed Study 
40 

Total 
100 

Module aims The subject presents the student with the opportunity to: 
•  Further develop their knowledge of form and structure and 

expression to enable them in the execution of advanced 
animation skills. 

•  Explore media, visual language and expression through 
drawing to support their research and generation of ideas for 
their main area of animation and as a tool of personal 
development in their art.  

•  Research broadly into art and its language to inform the 
development and contextualization of their work.    

• Contextualize the drawing work in relation to the main area of 
animation study, thus informing work in progress.  

• Provide student with opportunity to further develop their 
ability to engage in critical discourse relating to contemporary 
artistic and animation practice. 

Intended learning 
outcomes 

 On successful completion of the module students will  be able to: 
• Demonstrate technical ability and critical evaluation of 

drawing related to their main area within animation  
• Produce and present a body of work in drawing that 

demonstrates their development, skill and use of drawing as a 
form of research and personal expression, supporting their 
work in animation and film making.  

• Examine critically their work and the work of others made in 
this module.   

Indicative content Indicative Syllabus: 
 
Practical execution of work: 

• Practical exploration of subject matter through various 
drawing processes gestural observational, analytical and 
interpretative.   

• Practical exploration of media and approaches for expression 
and visual language.  
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• Creation of a work notebook (digital and/or other) to include 
reflective ideas, drawing practice and image gathering from 
wide range of sources    

• Pursuit and development of a drawing practice, 
contextualized from the main area of animation study to 
contribute to the realization of that goal.  
o Group critiques and evaluations  
o Studio and location drawing 
o Presentation of work  
o Demonstrations and presentations   
o Development of a Personal Project on the Figure. 

 
Research: 

• Research through practice.   

• Research using library, internet, and gallery visits   
 
Range of media and approaches:  

• Dry drawing tools charcoal, compressed, Conte, and graphite, 
oil and chalk pastel, pens and markers,  

• Wet media, inks, and water based paints.  

• Collage elements - various. 

• Virtual drawing tools 

• Alternative materials as defined by the student 
 

Indicative learning 
resources 
 

Essential 
Extracts from the following resources will be Essential reading 
and viewing for this module 
 
Bayrle, T. (2002). Vitamin P: new perspectives in painting: Tomma 
Abts, Franz Ackermann, Nader Ahriman, Phaidon: London.   
Hoptman, L. J. (2002). Drawing now: eight propositions. New 
York: Museum of Modern Art, New York.   
Kaupelis, R. (1980). Experimental drawing. Watson-Guptill 
Publications, New York. 
Kovats, T. (2005). The drawing book: a survey of drawing, the 
primary means of expression, London: Black Dog 
Nicolaides, K. (2008). The natural way to draw: a working plan for 
art study. London: Souvenir. 

Indicative self-directed  
study strategies 
 
 

 

Reading  x  

Lab/studio work x  

Study  x  

VLE use x  

Fieldwork  x  

Assignments x  
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Indicative assessment 
strategy 
 

Assessment Strategy 

• There is a summative assessment of completed project 
deliverables at the end of a module. 

• There is at least one formative feedback point and critical 
review at an appropriate mid point during the module. 

• Project deliverables are described and specified in the module 
project brief as indicative outcomes. 

• Each project deliverable (indicative outcome) addresses one 
or more of the learning outcomes in the module.  

• Students have the option to select a preferred method of 
assessment, using their project work or other work they find 
significant, and presenting it in their own way, individually or 
in groups.  Students are encouraged to be active in the 
assessment process. 

 
Indicative Assessment Breakdown 
Coursework 100%  incorporating;  

• Presentation of  a portfolio of project work  including 
evidence of process and outcome 

• A reflective journal/notebook 

• Contribution to  group/peer  critiques  and reviews 
 

Intended Learning Outcome Project 

LO 1 x 

LO 2 x 

LO 3 x 

LO 4 x 

Repeat mechanism 
 

Repeat with attendance. On a case-by-case basis, it may be 
possible to resubmit project assignments as Summer Project, with 
grades being submitted to the Autumn Exam Board. 
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Faculty of Film Art and Creative Technologies 

Module descriptor  

Research and Concept Development 
 

Stage: 
3 

Code: 
 

Credits:  
5 
 

Status: 
Mandatory 

Department Film and Media 

Programme BA (Hons) in Animation 

Pre requisite Stage 1 and Stage 2 

Co requisite (if required, otherwise delete row) 

Total indicative study 
hours 

Self-Directed Study 
60 

Directed Study 
40 

Total 
100 

Module aims Over an intensive 3 week period, through a Media Project, 
through Lateral Thinking and Concept Development Workshops 
and through Blackboard Journals, the student develops Research 
Skills, Reflective Practice and Critical Thinking. Through self-
assessment and peer-assessment, the student’s understanding of 
the assessment process will develop and their approach to 
Learning starts to become more self-directed and reflective. This 
allows students to start understanding their discipline in a deeper 
way and allows them to construct knowledge of their discipline 
for themselves, guided by those around them. 

Intended learning 
outcomes 

On successful completion of the module students will be able to: 

• Generate, change and develop original project ideas using 
research methods, brainstorming, concept development, 
ideas generation and lateral thinking techniques. 

• Prepare, pitch and present group and individual project work. 

• Demonstrate clear understanding of the importance of Critical 
Analysis and Reflection in the development of their Learning. 
 

Indicative content • Development of project work through group and individual 
effort 

• Project pitching and presentation 

• Critical Evaluation of Project and individual work 

Indicative learning 
resources 
 

Essential 
Extracts from the following resources will be Essential reading 
and viewing for this module 
 
Bacher, Hans (2007). Dream Worlds: Production Design for 
Animation. Boston: Focal Press 
Blair, P. (1994). Cartoon Animation. Laguna Hills: Walter Foster 
Publishing 
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Byrne, M.T. (2000). Art of Layout and Storyboarding, Leixlip, 
Ireland: Mark T Byrne Publications 
Canto, Jeremy (2004). Inspired 3D Short Film Production. Course 
Technology: 
Laybourne, K. (1979). The Animation Handbook, New York: Crown 
Publishers 
Lord, Peter (2000) Cracking Animation. London: Thames and 
Hudson. 
Santucci, Walter. (2009). The Guerrilla Guide to Animation: 
Making Animated Films Outside the Mainstream, New York: 
Continuum 
Sullivan, Karen (2008). Ideas for the Animated Short: Finding and 
Building Stories. Boston: Focal Press 
Wells, Paul (2008). Re-Imagining Animation: The Changing Face of 
the Moving Image. AVA Publishing 
Williams, R. (2000).  The Animators Survival Kit. London: Faber & 
Faber: London 
 
Supplemental 
This will vary according to the needs of individual students. They 
will define reference material through negotiation with tutor(s) as 
a response to their support research for their project work 
 

Indicative self-directed  
study strategies 
 
 

• Development of project work through group and individual 
effort 

• Project pitching and presentation 

• Critical Evaluation of Project and individual work 
 

Reading  X  

Lab/studio work X  

Study  X  

VLE use X  

Fieldwork  X  

Assignments X  

Indicative assessment 
strategy 
 

This  module will be assessed through the pitching and 
presentation of project work, through reflective submissions in 
VLE Journals, through self-assessment and/or peer-assessment. 

Intended Learning Outcome Project 

LO 1 X 

LO 2 X 

LO 3 X 

LO 4 X 

Repeat mechanism 
 

Repeat with attendance. On a case-by-case basis, it may be 
possible to resubmit project assignments as Summer Project, with 
grades being submitted to the Autumn Exam Board. 
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Faculty of Film Art and Creative Technologies 

Module descriptor  

Advanced Digital Skills for Animation 
Production 
 

Stage: 
3 

Code: 
 

Credits: 
10 

Status: 
M 

Department Department of Film and Media 

Programme BA (Hons) in Animation 

Pre requisite Stage 1 and Stage 2 

Co requisite  

Total indicative study 
hours 

Self-Directed Study 
180 

Directed Study 
120 

Total 
300 

Module aims The module offers students opportunities to engage with industry 
standard briefs, external projects and placements, in order to 
develop the students’ understanding of specific animation 
industrial and business practices. This module also gives students 
the opportunity to work in groups and individually on the 
development of project work. 

Intended learning 
outcomes 

On successful completion of the module students will be able to: 

• Evidence a firm understanding of the conceptualisation, 
design and management of disparate digital techniques and 
technologies in the animation production process. 

• Integrate digital skills into a practical project (or project 
components) that challenge, develop and showcase their 
digital skills and competencies. 

• Demonstrate how the merging and synthesis of digital 
techniques can develop, enhance and enable their own 
project work.  

Indicative content • Development of project work through group and individual 
effort 

• Project pitching and presentation 

• Critical Evaluation of Project and individual work 

Indicative learning 
resources 
 

This will vary according to the needs of individual students. They 
will define reference material through negotiation with tutor(s) as 
a response to their support research for their project work 

Indicative self-directed  
study strategies 
 
 

• Development of project work through group and individual 
effort 

• Project pitching and presentation 

• Critical Evaluation of Project and individual work 
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Reading  X  

Lab/studio work X  

Study  X  

VLE use X  

Fieldwork  X  

Assignments X  

Indicative assessment 
strategy 
 

This module will be assessed through the presentation of project 
work. 

Intended Learning Outcome Project 

LO 1 X 

LO 2 X 

LO 3 X 

Repeat mechanism 
 

Repeat with attendance. On a case-by-case basis, it may be 
possible to resubmit project assignments as Summer Project, with 
grades being submitted to the Autumn Exam Board. 
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Faculty of Film Art and Creative Technologies 

Module descriptor  

Towards Professional Practice Stage: 
3 

Code: 
 

Credits: 
15 

Status: 
M  

Department Department of Film and Media 

Programme BA (Hons) in Animation 

Pre requisite Stage 1 and Stage 2 

Co requisite  

Total indicative study 
hours 

Self-Directed Study 
120 

Directed Study 
80 

Total 
200 

Module aims The module offers students opportunities to engage with industry 
standard briefs, external projects and placements, in order to 
develop the students’ understanding of specific animation 
industrial and business practices. This module also gives students 
the opportunity to work in groups and individually on the 
development of project work. 

Intended learning 
outcomes 

On successful completion of the module students will be able to: 

• Engage with live industry-standard project briefs or avail of 
opportunities for work placement or internship. 

• Evidence a developed understanding of Animation Industrial 
and Business Principles (project planning, time management, 
production management, the animation business 
environment). 

• Originate, pitch and present group and individual project work 
  

Indicative content Development of project work through group and individual effort 
Project pitching and presentation 
Critical Evaluation of Project and individual work 

Indicative learning 
resources 
 

This will vary according to the needs of individual students. They 
will define reference material through negotiation with tutor(s) as 
a response to their support research for their project work 

Indicative self-directed  
study strategies 
 
 

• Development of project work through group and individual 
effort 

• Project pitching and presentation 

• Critical Evaluation of Project and individual work 

Reading  X  

Lab/studio work X  

Study  X  

VLE use X  

Fieldwork  X  

Assignments X  
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Indicative assessment 
strategy 
 

This module will be assessed through the pitching and 

presentation of project work, through reflective submissions in 

VLE Journals, through self-assessment and/or peer-assessment. 

Intended Learning Outcome Project 

LO 1 X 

LO 2 X 

LO 3 X 

Repeat mechanism 
 

 
Repeat with attendance. On a case-by-case basis, it may be 
possible to resubmit project assignments as Summer Project, with 
grades being submitted to the Autumn Exam Board. 
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Faculty of Film Art and Creative Technologies 

Module descriptor  

Production Preparation 
 

Stage: 
3 

Code: 
 

Credits:  
15 

Status: 
Mandatory 

Department Department of Film and Media 

Programme BA (Hons) in Animation 

Pre requisite Stage 1 and Stage 2 

Co requisite  

Total indicative study 
hours 

Self-Directed Study 
180 

Directed Study 
120 

Total 
300 

Module aims Through the development of original animation project work, the 
students will prepare themselves for the creative, technical, 
artistic and conceptual challenges of their final year and of the 
animation world. 

Intended learning 
outcomes 

On successful completion of the module students will be able to: 

• Generate, change and develop original project ideas using 
brainstorming, concept development, ideas generation and 
lateral thinking techniques. 

• Demonstrate a clear understanding of the importance of 
Research, Critical Analysis and Reflection in the development 
of their Learning. 

• Prepare, pitch and present project work, individually and/or in 
groups. 

Indicative content • Development of project work 

• Project pitching and presentation 

• Critical Evaluation of Project and individual work 

Indicative learning 
resources 
 

This will vary according to the needs of individual students. They 
will define reference material through negotiation with tutor(s) as 
a response to their support research for their project work 

Indicative self-directed  
study strategies 
 
 

• Development of project work through group and individual 
effort 

• Project pitching and presentation 

• Critical Evaluation of Project and individual work 

Reading  X  

Lab/studio work X  

Study  X  

VLE use X  

Fieldwork  X  

Assignments X  
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Indicative assessment 
strategy 
 

100% Project Assess 
 
This module will be assessed through the pitching and 
presentation of project work. 

Intended Learning Outcome Project 

LO 1 X 

LO 2 X 

LO 3 X 

Repeat mechanism 
 

Repeat with attendance. On a case-by-case basis, it may be 
possible to resubmit project assignments as Summer Project, with 
grades being submitted to the Autumn Exam Board. 
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D7.4 Stage 4 

Faculty of Film Art and Creative Technologies 

Module descriptor  

Thesis Stage: 
4 

Code: 
 

Credits: 
15 

Status: 
M  

Department Department of Film and Media 

Programme BA (Hons) in Animation 

Pre requisite Stages 1, 2 and 3 

Total indicative study 
hours 

Self-Directed Study 
180 

Directed Study 
120 

Total 
300 

Module aims The purpose of this module is to: 

• Develop an organised research methodology appropriate to a 
self-selected topic identified in Stage Three or alternative 
topic as negotiated with individual tutor   

• Demonstrate an advanced level of self-directive and reflexive 
research beyond expectations of standard thesis project 

• Demonstrate a high quality of presentation, professionalism 
and appropriate academic writing skills  

 

Intended learning 
outcomes 

On successful completion of the module students will  be able to: 

• Identify and evaluate literature appropriate to the critical 
enquiry of chosen thesis topic 

• Select, modify and synthesise appropriate research methods 
to investigate chosen thesis topic 

• Evidence an authoritative and innovative understanding of 
the topic under scrutiny 

• Produce a coherent, well-written, extended academic 
dissertation which follows FACT guidelines for the 
presentation of academic writing. 

 

Indicative content This module comprises a variety of teaching and learning 
methodologies including:  

• Individual tutorials with appointed tutors 

• Group seminars on common research methodologies 

• Workshops on thesis writing strategies 

• Peer reading groups and discussion fora 

• Surgeries/clinics by appointment 
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Indicative learning 
resources 
 

Blaxter, Loraine, Christina Hughes & Malcolm Tight, How To 
Research. (3rd Edition), London: Open University Press, 2006. 
Rudestam, Kjell Erik, Surviving your dissertation:  a comprehensive 
guide to content and process (3rd Edition), New York: Sage 
Publications, 2001. 
 
In addition each student will be guided to specific texts as 
appropriate to their area of enquiry. 

Indicative self-directed  
study strategies 
 
 

 

Reading  x  

Lab/studio work   

Study  x  

VLE use x  

Fieldwork  x  

Assignments x  

Indicative assessment 
strategy 
 

100%:  8,000 written and illustrated thesis, properly bound 
according to FACT guidelines for the presentation of academic 
writing. 
 
Additional copies in PDF format as advised by tutors. 
 
The programme also offers the following options in terms of 
alternative modes of delivery. Suitability for pursuing these 
options is assessed at the discretion of CCS tutors, in consultation 
with students (criteria may include dyslexia, dyspraxia, or other 
issues with research and writing). 
 
Alternative delivery mode 1: student to be assessed on an oral 
illustrated presentation lasting approximately 60 minutes, to be 
delivered to at least 2 tutors. Students must submit a supporting 
document capturing the research process and conforming to 
guidelines for academic writing and presentation 
 
Alternative delivery mode 2:  Alternative delivery mode 2: 
student to be assessed on the production of a digital artefact 
(which may be video, text or html-based) which demonstrates a 
level of research, analysis and critical engagement equivalent to 
an 8,000 word thesis. 

Intended Learning Outcome CA 

LO 1 x 

LO 2 x 

LO 3 x 

LO 4 x 

Repeat mechanism 
 

Repeat with attendance. On a case-by-case basis, it may be 
possible to resubmit project assignments as Summer Project, with 
grades being submitted to the Autumn Exam Board. 
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Faculty of Film Art and Creative Technologies 

Module descriptor  

Pre- Production and Content 
Development: For Minor and Major Project 
 

Stage: 
4 

Code: 
 

Credits: 
10 

Status: 
M 

Department Department of Film and Media 

Programme BA (Hons) in Animation 

Pre requisite 
All in Years 1, 2 & 3 

Co requisite 
All in Stage Four or equivalent   

Total indicative study 
hours 

Self-Directed Study 
120 

Directed Study 
80 

Total 
200 

Module aims The subject presents the student with the opportunity to: 

• Engage in extended independent research on a topic of 
personal interest within the field of animation production 

• Produce an original research based pre-production document 
to support your major project  

• Provide the student with the opportunity to undertake a major 
piece of original work in a format of their choice, through 
consultation with tutors. 

• Extend students creative, critical and problem solving skills 
through the research and development of an original idea 

• Produce a First Draft Story reel 
 
Indicative menu of project choices: 

• TV Series Design, Pre Production and Pilot. ( any media)  

• Short animated film ( Any media)  

• Special FX Showcase (Digital) 

• Full drawn animation (drawn) showcase 

• Music Video 
 

Intended learning 
outcomes 

On successful completion of the module students will  be able to: 

• Complete a body of work that supports their major Project 
and produce an original pre production document  

• Demonstrate a critical approach to solving animation 
production problems  

• Demonstrate a  knowledge of the animation production 
processes from concept to completion 

• Demonstrate an ability to work independently 
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Indicative content • Produce a Pre-Production Bible – 4 Sections 
o Story Elements 
o Art Design/Direction 
o Production Methods 
o Research and Development 

• Produce a Story Reel 

• Group and Individual critique 

Indicative learning 
resources 
 

This will vary according to the needs of individual students. They 
will define reference material through negotiation with tutor(s 
 

Indicative self-directed  
study strategies 
 
 

 

Reading  X  

Lab/studio work X  

Study  X  

VLE use X  

Fieldwork  X  

Assignments X  

Indicative assessment 
strategy 
 

Assessment Strategy 

• There is a summative assessment of all completed project 
deliverables at the end of a module. 

• There is at least one formative feedback point and critical 
review at an appropriate mid point during the module. 

• Project deliverables are described and specified in the module 
project brief as indicative outcomes. 

• Each project deliverable (indicative outcome) addresses one 
or more of the learning outcomes in the module.  
 

Indicative Assessment Breakdown 
Total Module Coursework 100%  incorporating;  

• Produce a Story Reel 

• Produce a Pre-Production Book 

• Contribution to  group/peer  critiques  and reviews  

Intended Learning Outcome Project 

LO 1 X 

LO 2 X 

LO 3 X 

LO 4 X 

Repeat mechanism 
 

Repeat with attendance. On a case-by-case basis, it may be 
possible to resubmit project assignments as Summer Project, with 
grades being submitted to the Autumn Exam Board. 
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Faculty of Film Art and Creative Technologies 

Module descriptor  

Minor Project: Early Production 
Development 

Stage: 
4 

Code: 
 

Credits: 
10 
 

Status: 
M 

Department Department of Film and Media 

Programme BA (Hons) in Animation 

Pre requisite 
Stage 1, Stage 2 and Stage 3 

Co requisite 
All in Stage Four or equivalent 

Total indicative study 
hours 

Self-Directed Study 
120 

Directed Study 
80 

Total 
200 

Module aims The subject presents the student with the opportunity to: 

• Further develop a substantial body of personal animated 
production. 

• Provide the student with the opportunity to undertake a major 
piece of original work in a format of their choice, through 
consultation with tutors. 

• Extend students creative, critical and problem solving skills 
through the  development of a significant self-directed project 
 

Intended learning 
outcomes 

On successful completion of the module students will  be able to: 

• Further develop  a body of work that supports their 
application for a place in professional practice, self-practice or 
further education 

• Demonstrate a  knowledge of the animation production 
planning 

• Demonstrate an ability to work independently  

• Demonstrate the ability to prepare a comprehensive peer 
presentation of current major project work 
 

Indicative content Identify key areas encountered, project content, activities: 

• Development and planning of a self-directed final project in 
consultation with tutors 

• Presentation of project ideas to tutors and peers for feedback 

Indicative learning 
resources 
 

This will vary according to the needs of individual students. They 
will define reference material through negotiation with tutor(s) 
 

Indicative self-directed  
study strategies 
 
 

 

Reading  x  

Lab/studio work x  

Study  x  
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VLE use x  

Fieldwork  x  

Assignments x  

Indicative assessment 
strategy 
 

Assessment Strategy 

• There is a summative assessment of all completed project 
deliverables at the end of a module. 

• There is at least one formative feedback point and critical 
review at appropriate points during the module. 

• Project deliverables are described and specified in the module 
project brief as indicative outcomes. 

• Each project deliverable (indicative outcome) addresses one 
or more of the learning outcomes in the module.  
 

Indicative Assessment Breakdown 
Total Module Coursework 100%  incorporating: 

• This will vary according to the needs of individual student 
production. The assessment deliverable will be negotiated 
and agreed with the module leader and noted in the student 
file. 

 

Intended Learning Outcome Project 

LO 1 X 

LO 2 X 

LO 3 X 

LO 4 X 

Repeat mechanism 
 

Repeat with attendance. On a case-by-case basis, it may be 
possible to resubmit project assignments as Summer Project, with 
grades being submitted to the Autumn Exam Board. 
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Faculty of Film Art and Creative Technologies 

Module descriptor  

Major Project: Production and Post-
Completion  
 

Stage: 
4 

Code: 
 

Credits: 
20 
 

Status: 
M 

Department Department of Film and Media 

Programme BA (Hons) in Animation 

Pre requisite 
Stage 1, Stage 2 and Stage 3 

Co requisite 
All in Stage 4 or equivalent 

Total indicative study 
hours 

Self-Directed Study 
240 

Directed Study 
160 

Total 
400 

Module aims The subject presents the student with the opportunity to: 

• Engage in extended independent research on a topic of 
personal interest within the field of animation production 

• Produce a substantial body of animated production. 

• Provide the student with the opportunity to undertake a major 
piece of original work in a format of their choice, through 
consultation with tutors. 

• Extend students creative, critical and problem solving skills 
through the research, development and completion of a 
significant self-directed project 

Intended learning 
outcomes 

On successful completion of the module students will  be able to: 

• Produce  original work in a format of their choice,  
demonstrating a  knowledge of the animation production 
processes from concept to completion 

• Demonstrate a critical approach to solving animation 
production problems and  an ability to work independently  

• Complete a body of work that supports their application for a 
place in professional practice, self-practice or further 
education 

• Prepare a comprehensive peer presentation of current major 
project work 

Indicative content • Development of a self-directed final project in consultation 
with tutors 

• Completion of a substantial piece of self-directed work from 
the following 

Indicative learning 
resources 
 

This will vary according to the needs of individual students. They 
will define reference material through negotiation with tutor(s) 
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Indicative self-directed  
study strategies 
 
 

 

Reading  x  

Lab/studio work x  

Study  x  

VLE use x  

Fieldwork  x  

Assignments x  

Indicative assessment 
strategy 
 

Assessment Strategy 

• There is a summative assessment of all completed project 
deliverables at the end of a module. 

• There is at least one formative feedback point and critical 
review at an appropriate point during the module. 

• Project deliverables are described and specified in the module 
project brief as indicative outcomes. 

• Each project deliverable (indicative outcome) addresses one 
or more of the learning outcomes in the module. 
 

Indicative Assessment Breakdown 
Total Module Coursework 100%  incorporating;  

• 1 x Major project completion as negotiated with the student’s 
course tutors.  

Intended Learning Outcome Project 

LO 1 X 

LO 2 X 

LO 3 X 

LO 4 X 

Repeat mechanism 
 

Repeat with attendance. On a case-by-case basis, it may be 
possible to resubmit project assignments as Summer Project, with 
grades being submitted to the Autumn Exam Board. 
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Faculty of Film Art and Creative Technologies 

Module descriptor  

Professional Portfolio Stage: 
4 

Code: 
 

Credits: 
5 
 

Status: 
M 

Department Film and Media 

Programme BA (Hons) in Animation 

Pre requisite 
All in Years 1, 2 & 3 

Co requisite 
All in Stage Four or equivalent 

Total indicative study 
hours 

Self-Directed Study 
60 

Directed Study 
40 

Total 
100 

Module aims The subject presents the student with the opportunity to: 

• Enhance the students presentation skills  

• Provide an opportunity for students to develop a professional 
approach to the promotion of themselves and their work. 

• To produce a professional online Portfolio 

Intended learning 
outcomes 

On successful completion of the module students will  be able to: 

• Demonstrate an ability to author an industry/professional 
showcase of their work online.  

• Make an oral presentation of their work. 

• Produce a body of printed promotional material and display 
of their final work 

Indicative content • Development of a self-directed 2D based portfolio in 
consultation with tutors to be published on the student’s 
professional blog or website.  
o Indicative 2D Content: Life drawing, Character Deigns, 

Background/ Layout and Staging designs, Storyboards etc 

• Development of an animated reel or clips to be published on 
the students’ professional blog or website.  
o Indicative Show reel Content: A compiled and edited show 

reel showcasing and exploring animation production 
footage, student details. 

Indicative learning 
resources 
 

This will vary according to the needs of individual students. They 
will define reference material through negotiation with tutor(s) 
ie: 
 
Supplemental  
Jaen, Rafael (2006)  Developing and Maintaining a Design-Tech 
Portfolio:  A Guide for Theatre, Film & TV, Boston: Focal Press 
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Indicative self-directed  
study strategies 
 
 

 

Reading  X  

Lab/studio work X  

Study    

VLE use x  

Fieldwork  X  

Assignments X  

Indicative assessment 
strategy 
 

Assessment Strategy 

• There is a summative assessment of all completed project 
deliverables at the end of a module. 

• There is at least one formative feedback point and critical 
review at an appropriate mid point during the module. 

• Project deliverables are described and specified in the module 
project brief as indicative outcomes. 

• Each project deliverable (indicative outcome) addresses one 
or more of the learning outcomes in the module.  

 
Indicative Assessment Breakdown 
Total Module Coursework 100%  incorporating;  

• Blog/website publication including  

• 40% - 2D portfolio 

• 40% - show reel 

• 20% - Online presentation 
 

Intended Learning Outcome Project 

LO 1 X 

LO 2 X 

LO 3 X 

Repeat mechanism 
 

Repeat with attendance. On a case-by-case basis, it may be 
possible to resubmit project assignments as Summer Project, with 
grades being submitted to the Autumn Exam Board. 
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Part E  Programme Assessment Strategy 
 

Statement of Principles 

The programme minimum intended learning outcomes are matched to the QQI appropriate 

awards standards. Assessment tasks are developed through constructive alignment of learning 

outcomes, learning and teaching strategies and assessment. Assessment procedures are fair, 

consistent and fit for purpose, and subject to regular review. Assessment tasks are clear, 

accompanied by grading schemes and communicated to students appropriately. Assessment 

procedures are flexible to meet individual circumstances within the limits of the Institute’s and 

Faculty’s assessment policies i.e. they are capable of reasonable accommodation. 

The programme assessment strategy is developed, revised and managed by the programme 

board. Module assessment strategies are developed by lecturers in alignment with the 

programme assessment strategy. The programme assessment strategy implements the following 

Institute policies at programme level: 

• IADT Quality Manual       2009 

• IADT Examination Procedures       2002 

• IADT Marks and Standards       2010  

• IADT Learning, Teaching and Assessment Strategy    2010 

• IADT Complaints Procedure       2008 

• IADT External Examiner Policy       2009 

• IADT Plagiarism Policy        2009  

• IADT Student Handbook 

• IADT Learner Charter 

 

Programme Learning Outcomes  

The possible range of assessment strategies identified in the programme documents provides the 

toolkit of assessment for the programme and the modules within the programme.  

Programme Learning Outcomes 
On successful completion of the programme, 
students will be able to: 

Possible Assessment Strategies 

• Demonstrate a thorough knowledge of the 
skills, tools, and professional practices 
specific to the field of animation 

 
 

• Panel assessment of film and digital 
work produced by students 

• Oral and AV presentations of film and 
research work 

• Written essays and supporting 
materials, derived from research and 
analysis 

• Demonstrate a critical awareness of the 
concerns, history, visual influences and 
range of productions within the field of 
animation 

• Oral and AV presentations of film and 
research work 
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• Written essays and supporting 
materials, derived from research and 
analysis 

• Understand the complexities and ongoing 
development of the animated film, covering 
theory, practice and technology 

 

• Assessment is centred around the 
student’s understanding of the practice 
of animation and their engagement with 
developing their own work through a 
progressive series of exercises and film 
work, both in individual and group 
contexts 

• Engage with the full range of tools and 
media appropriate to the production of 
animated film, gradually focusing on an area 
of specialism 

• Develop and utilise personal concepts and 
imagery through realising finished 
professional standard work 

• Source relevant research, visual and textual, 
which will broaden and support filmmaking 
aims 

• Presentation of increasingly 
professional standard work 

• Group projects which mimic industry 
conditions 

• Research, written and visual, which 
investigates increasingly personal 
approaches to the field and its concerns 

• Develop the capacity for planning, 
scheduling, resourcing and project managing 
a film from concept to finished production 

• Develop the ability to exercise judgement in 
choosing material and media appropriate to 
project parameters and briefs 

• Project briefs progressively emphasise 
personal engagement with research and 
topic areas, encouraging students to 
specialise their interests. Films, 
presentations, group projects and essay 
work are all aspects of this area. 

• Developing an increasing awareness of the 
possible scope of professional or creative 
activity in the field, and cultivating an 
individual direction in response  

• Develop an awareness of transferable skills 
which may be used to advantage in multiple 
contexts in the field of animation, in order to 
increase flexibility as a practitioner 

• Project briefs progressively emphasise 
personal engagement with research and 
topic areas, encouraging students to 
specialise their interests. Films, 
presentations, group projects and essay 
work are all aspects of this area. 

• Demonstrate an ability to perform 
effectively in working groups, contributing 
from a range of skill sets 

• Demonstrate an understanding of the 
dynamics of group production and the 
nature of interlocking individual 
contributions 

• Film projects centre around industry 
practices requiring sound collaborative 
skills 

• Demonstrate an ability to be flexible and 
competent in a fast moving field of creative 
activity 

• Construct responses to unfamiliar situations 
and contexts through research, problem-
solving and independent critical thinking 

• Films, essays, presentations which are 
increasingly self-selected and driven by 
personal engagement in specific topic 
areas 
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• Demonstrate the ability to synthesise  
professional practice, personal engagement 
and critical thinking into a nuanced approach 
to creative work and its applications  in a 
larger contexts such as film history, industry 
and wider visual culture 

• Assessment in project work, essays and 
presentations throughout the 
programme, as students move to 
increasingly individual and integrated 
solutions to the tasks they are set 

 

BA (Hons) in Animation Programme Assessment Policy 

It is policy in this programme that:  

• The award GPA is determined by the Year 4 GPA only. The grade for each module is a 

weighted average of the grades for the individual assignments (exams) within the module 

and this gives the grade point value for the module.  

• The programme is modular with 5, 10 or 20 credits per module. There are 60 credits at 

each stage (year).  

• There are a wide range of assessment methods suitable for the programme as indicated in 

the table.   

- There is a balance between continuous and final assessment. There are generally two 

large assignments per 10 credit module and one large assignment, and one lesser, per 5 

credit module. The assessment workload is reviewed by the programme team.  

- The weighting is 100% CA for all modules except for project modules.  

- Integrated assessments are used where feasible i.e. one assignment supports the 

assessment across a number of modules.  

- There is a capstone assessment of a 20 credit Project module in Year 4.  

- Formative assessment is used throughout the programme in a variety of ways.  

• There are no special regulations for the programme.  

• Development of assessments is done at module level by the module lecturer.  

• Assessment takes place during the year – assessment schedules are provided to students. 

They are developed in September/October each year by the programme team, reviewed by 

the programme coordinator and student representatives and issued to students before the 

end of October each year.  

• Assessment schedules are adhered to and assignment submission dates are only changed 

where there is a clearly identified need and such changes are agreed by the programme 

team in consultation with the relevant student representatives. Learners are required to 

adhere to the deadlines for assignments. 
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• Assignment briefs, marking criteria are issued to students in good time and suitable time is 

allocated to the completion of assessment tasks. Where practical feedback sheets are used 

to enable student feedback on assignments. 

• For group assignments in Year 1 and Year 2 students are generally allocated to groups. In 

Year 3 and Year 4 students generally organise their own groups. This may vary depending 

on the assigned work.  

• Extensions are not granted for individual work. Any assignments that do not meet the 

appropriate deadline are submitted to the programme co-ordinator with the late 

submission form and any supporting evidence for the late submission e.g. medical 

certificates to explain late assignments due to illness. Penalties may be applied where 

there is no reason for the late submission of work.  

• All work is appropriately referenced and adheres to the requirements of the Institute 

plagiarism policy. Appropriate use of writing conventions, including MLA referencing style, 

is required in all assignments for the programme.  

• Assignments are marked by the module lecturer. Major projects are double marked i.e. 

marked by two members of the programme team.  

• Assignment feedback and grades are issued to students generally within three weeks of the 

submission date. Where this is not possible this is communicated to students as required. 

Assignments may be returned to students. Examination scripts can be viewed as per 

Institute policy.  

• Institute policy on repeat assessments and School policy on the capping of grades for 

repeat assignments are adhered to.  

• Retention of assessment – assignments and examinations are retained by the School in 

accordance with Institute policy.  

• Appeals – the programme adheres to the Institute Appeals policy as outlined in the Student 

Handbook.  

• Deferral of module assessment (including exams) is permitted in exceptional cases. This 

should be discussed with the Programme Co-ordinator. Forms for deferral are available in 

the Faculty Office.  

 

Assessment procedures are flexible to meet individual circumstances within the limits of the 

Institute’s and Faculty’s assessment policies. These assessment policies are reviewed and updated 
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annually as part of the review of assessment by the programme board. These policies are adhered 

to at module level. 

 

Communicating Assessment  

• The Programme Co-ordinator ensures that students are briefed about the Institute grading 

system and GPA.  

• The Programme Co-ordinator communicates the assessment schedules to the students.  

• The module lecturer (team) communicates the module assessment, the brief, the 

assessment criteria as well as the feedback and grades to the students. This includes 

individual and group feedback as appropriate.  
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Appendices  
 

Appendix 1: History of Changes to Programmes – Programme Validation 

Committee 

Date of 
submission  

Request Approved Details of Request 

13th Sept ‘11 Change the length and type of delivery of 
fourth year module, ANIM H4001 (Thesis). 
Summary of proposed changes to Thesis 
module: 

• Research component framed as 
6,000-7,000 word piece of work, in 
one of three forms; a written PDF, a 
verbal mp3 (20 minutes) or a video 
mp4 (30 minutes) 

• Short statement in pre-production 
files, approx 750 words 

• Research tracking element in final 
production files, approx 1,000-
1,500 words 

• No change to Thesis credits – 
remains at 15. 

Yes See Minutes 13th 
Sept ‘11 
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Appendix 2: Overall Exam Results 2010-2013  

Results 2012/13 

Program Stage No. 
Registered 

Successful 
Count 

Successful 
% 

H1 Dist H2.1  
M1 

H2.2  
M2 

PS EX FL WD AB DE 

DL041 DL041 BA (Hons) in Animation  

1 34 27 79%    
  
  

27 4     1 2 

2 34 28 82% 28 3       3 

3 30 29 97% 29 1         

Award 25 24 96% 8 3 6 7 0   1     

   Award % 32% 12% 24% 28% 0%   4%     

Programme Totals 123 108 88% 
 

Results 2011/12 

Program Stage No. 
Registered 

Successful 
Count 

Successful 
% 

H1 Dist H2.1  
M1 

H2.2  
M2 

PS EX FL WD AB DE 

DL041 DL041 BA (Hons) in Animation  

1 31 27 87%  27 4     

2 32 24 75% 24 6    2 

3 27 22 81% 22 4    1 

Award 31 26 84% 7 6 6 7 3   1 1 

  Award % 23% 19% 19% 23% 10%     

Programme Totals 121 99 82% 
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Results 2010/11 

Program Stage No. 
Registered 

Successful 
Count 

Successful 
% 

H1 Dist H2.1  
M1 

H2.2  
M2 

PS EX FL WD AB DE 

DL041 DL041 BA (Hons) in Animation  

1 29 28 97%  28 1     

2 29 25 86% 25 3    1 

3 31 26 84% 26 4   1  

Award 29 25 86% 6 4 10 5 2    1 

 Award % 21% 14% 34% 17% 10%     

Programme Totals 118 104 88% 
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Appendix 3: Previous Programme Schedules  

Validated from 2008/09      

 

Stage 1  

 

 
Course Code 

 

 
Title of Examination Subject 

 

Credits 
Contact 

Hours 
Continuous 

Assessment 

 

 
Project 

 

 
Practical 

Final 

Exam 

 

 
Maximum 

 

 
ANIM H1004 Critical & Cultural Studies 1A 5 20 80 100.00 

ANIM H1005 Drawing & Film 5 20 80 100.00 

ANIM H1006 Animation Principles: Experimental/ 3D 10 20 80 100.00 

ANIM H1007 Drawing 5 20 80 100.00 

ANIM H1008 Design 5 20 80 100.00 

ANIM H1009 Critical & Cultural Studies 1B 5 20 80 100.00 

ANIM H1010 Production Methods: Design for Film 5 20 80 100.00 

ANIM H1011 Animation Principles: Drawing 10 20 80 100.00 

ANIM H1012 Digital skills 5 20 80 100.00 

ANIM H1013 Personal Project 5 20 80 100.00 
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Stage 2 

 

 
Course Code 

 

 
Title of Examination Subject 

 

Credits 
Contact 

Hours 
Continuous 

Assessment 

 

 
Project 

 

 
Practical 

Final 

Exam 

 

 
Maximum 

 

 
ANIM H2005 Critical & Cultural Studies: Film Technology and the 5 20 80 100.00 

City 

ANIM H2006 Animation Principles: Drawing 1 5 20 80 100.00 

ANIM H2007 Digital 3D/2D Flash 10 20 80 100.00 

ANIM H2008 Drawing Studies 5 20 80 100.00 

ANIM H2009 Design 5 20 80 100.00 

ANIM H2010 Critical & Cultural Studies: Film & Narrative 5 20 80 100.00 

ANIM H2011 Animation Principles: Drawing 2 10 20 80 100.00 

ANIM H2012 Personal Project 10 20 80 100.00 
 

ELECTIVE_0 ELECTIVE Select 1 module 
 

ECA Elective 5 20 80 100.00 
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Stage 3 

 

 
Course Code 

 

 
Title of Examination Subject 

 

Credits 
Contact 

Hours 
Continuous 

Assessment 

 

 
Project 

 

 
Practical 

Final 

Exam 

 

 
Maximum 

 

 
ANIM H3004 Critical Debates: History of Animation 5 20 80 100.00 

ANIM H3005 Digital 3D/ 2D Flash 10 20 80 100.00 

ANIM H3006 Group Industry Project 10 20 80 100.00 

ANIM H3007 Media 1: Research & Concept Development 5 20 80 100.00 

ANIM H3008 Advanced Critical Analysis & Thesis Preparation 5 20 80 100.00 

ANIM H3009 Drawing Studies 5 20 80 100.00 

ANIM H3010 Business Studies 5 20 80 100.00 

ANIM H3011 Media 2 10 20 80 100.00 

ANIM H3012 Production Preparation 5 20 80 100.00 

 

Stage 4 

 

 
Course Code 

 

 
Title of Examination Subject 

 

Credits 
Contact 

Hours 
Continuous 

Assessment 

 

 
Project 

 

 
Practical 

Final 

Exam 

 

 
Maximum 

 

 
ANIM H4001 Thesis 15 20 80 100.00 

ANIM H4002 Pre-Production 10 20 80 100.00 

ANIM H4003 Final Year Major Project 30 20 80 100.00 

ANIM H4004 Portfolio & Show Reel 5 20 80 100.00 
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Appendix 4 Guidelines on Student Internships, Work Placements etc 

 

IADT Animation Guidelines on Student Internships, Work Placements, 

Traineeships, Negotiated External Work and Graduate Recruitment  

 

Introduction 

As an undergraduate course with strong historical and ongoing links with the Irish animation 

industry, the BA (Hons) in Animation programme has evolved a coherent and sustainable guidance 

policy, building on the needs of our students and on our considerable links with Irish animation 

production companies and external stakeholders. 

The accreditation of external work in Years 3 and 4 for students was welcomed and commended 
by the Programme Revalidation Panel in June 2014. 
 

Procedure for the Negotiation of External Work 
 
The Animation course team agrees that relevant studio summer work placements, short 
internships in animation studios and negotiated relevant external project work can be credited 
within existing project modules, especially in the later years of the undergraduate programme 
(specifically Stage 3 and Stage 4). For Stage 3 students, relevant external work can be credited 
against the Towards Professional Practice module, the Advanced Digital Skills for Production 
module and the Production Preparation module. For Stage 3 students, relevant external work can 
be credited against the Major Project Module. 
 
The procedure is as follows: the student e-mails their Year Tutor, indicating the proposed work 
placement, the work to be carried out, the learning (one or two lines is sufficient). The proposal 
will then be discussed by the Animation course team, who will decide on its relevance and 
acceptability; this is a process of negotiation, designed to protect the indvidual student and their 
learning. 
 
Submission For Assessment – Guidelines for Students 

When the placement is complete, the student submits a short document (in the form of a pdf), 

detailing what they have done, what they have learned but not in the form of a production diary. 

The specification and the required word count of the pdf submission should be agreed in advance 

with the student’s Year Tutor and/or Module Tutor before the external work begins. The pdf must 

answer some or all of the questions below. It is advisable that screenshots of what the student has 

been working on, or short animation tests, should be included in the submission. These must be 

pre-cleared with the employer, explaining that it is an important part of ongoing studentship. As 

part of the negotiated submission for assessment, the student may also be asked to do a short 

presentation to fellow students. 
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Questions for Assessment Submission 

The pdf submission for Assessment will answer some or all of the questions below. 

Where did you work?  
Brief description of studio, where it situated, number of employees. 
 
How many hours work-placement work did you do over the summer? Remember that 
the ECTS credits are related to hours worked (20 – 28 hours per credit, depending on 
what calculation method is used). 
Number of weeks worked, number days per week, hours per day and total number of hours  
 
How did you apply, how did you hear about the opportunity, what was the recruitment 
process?  
What was your experience? Were you confident or nervous? Was it fulfilling? 
 
Was this unpaid training, paid internship and/or full pay?  
Give details, including money earned and/or expenses paid.  
 
What work did you do during your work placement?  
The type of work done. 
 
What did you learn?  
What was your learning journey through your work placement? Not a production diary, 
please. Reflect on what was learned on your placement.  
 
What was the most challenging aspect of your work placement?  
Were you particularly unprepared for some aspect of the work you were asked to do?  
 
What did you learn about studio practice, the animation industry, group working or 
professional practice?  
 
What was the most rewarding aspect of your work placement?  
 
How has your process changed as a result of what you’ve learned? How will this feed into 
your project work this year?  
 

What advice would you give for an animation student looking for summer work next 

year? 

Definitions 

Work Placements: Casual, week-long placements in studios, to ‘introduce’ the undergraduate 

student to studio life as an observer. Perhaps some simple studio tasks, requiring no developed 

animation or production skills. Ideally, some brief, informal introductory training sessions. No 

actual production work done. No payments.  Most appropriate for undergraduate Stage 1 and 

Stage 2 
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Internships: Several weeks placement in studio, (generally  6 weeks maximum), with a desk, 

computer and supervision provided. Usually selected by portfolio, showreel and interview. Some 

studio training and induction. Required to do some basic, production-related work, based on the 

undergraduate student’s existing skills and interests. Paid at least minimum wage to cover basic 

travel, food and some expenses. Most appropriate for undergraduate Stage 2 and Stage 3. 

Note: Work Placements and Internships might happen either in the Summer Break, when 

they could be assigned some academic credits for the following academic year through 

prior negotiation with the Animation course team, or in-stream, during the academic year, 

when they would be assigned credits within the course modules again through prior 

negotiation with the Animation course team. Assignment of credits could be most easily 

negotiated and accommodated in Stage 3 and Stage 4, through the existing Stage 3 Group-

Industry Module and the Stage 4 Major Project module. 

We do NOT encourage students, especially Stage 3, Stage 4 students and recent graduates, to 

engage in protracted unpaid ‘internships’. Once the students are engaged in production work, 

they should be paid. Ideally, if they’re expected to do the same work at the same speed and to the 

same quality as other animation workers around them in the studio, the students or recent 

graduates should be paid the same rates. 

Traineeships: Minimum six weeks, maximum 6 months, placement in studio, recruited through 

portfolio, showreel and interview. More intensive training, induction and mentoring. Required to 

build activity towards full trainee production work. Paid proper trainee wage and offered a trainee 

contract. Intention is that the studio’s investment will ‘produce’ a useful, if inexperienced, line 

worker at the end of the trainee period. Objective is to offer the trainee a studio production 

position at the end of training. Most appropriate for recent graduates. 

Bridging Training: On graduation from our BA (Hons), Level 8, course, a four week, on-campus 

(IADT) training programme, in specific, speciality animation production disciplines, for example: 

stop-motion character animation, Animé Studio animation, Maya specialities, character rigging, 

character animation, MEL scripting, Maya texturing, painting and art direction, Maya production 

pipeline, 2D drawn character animation for feature film, character animation for games, Nuke 

compositing, TV Paint production methods etc. 

The bridging component would take the existing skills, strengths, interests and deficits of recent 

graduates (from IADT and from elsewhere, including IoTs or specialist animation FETAC courses 

like Ballyfermot). Students would be selected using portfolio, showreel and interview, by members 

of the Animation course team and by representatives from the respective industry company, 

partner or stakeholder. Each training ‘strand’ would be designed, conducted and directed as a 

collaboration between IADT lecturers and the specific companies or external stakeholders. Such 

strands would feature a set module, with clear Learning Outcomes and would be delivered 

through a combination of lectures, workshops, studio placements and practical work and some of 

this practical work would be conducted as ‘studio tests’, with set objectives, time limits and more 

industrial ‘assessment criteria’. 
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Paid ‘pocket money’ to cover basic travel, food (expenses). 

Note: In time, there might be an argument for making these Bridging Training Courses  

Level 9 Special Purpose Award (possibly 15 credit) Certificates 

At the end of the Bridging Training, companies would be encouraged to ‘recruit’ successful 

students as ‘trainees’ (see above), or at least to put them on their recruitment books. 

Most appropriate for Stage 4 IADT Graduates of Animation, Modelmaking, Film or graduates from 

specialist animation IoT courses or FETAC courses. 

Policy Sustainability 

As a course, the BA (Hons) in Animation has facilitated work placements, internships and other 

linkages with studios and external stakeholders for well over twelve years and we will continue to 

accommodate and facilitate ECTS-credit negotiated work placement and internships with our own 

undergraduates. Our record on graduate recruitment, through Exhibition, portfolio and interview, 

is excellent.  

As an educational institution, we do not ‘teach software’. Neither do we ‘create a stream of 

studio-ready graduates’. We will remain relatively ‘hardware and software neutral’, using the 

hardware and software to teach our students the core principles and fundamentals (of animation 

and of filmmaking). We believe these educational fundamentals give our students the agility and 

‘futureproofing’ to cope with and to thrive in a medium which is dramatically mutating. To quote 

Dr. Marion Palmer, Head of the Department of Technology and Psychology: ‘industry is a 

stakeholder in what we do, but our students remain our primary stakeholders.’ 

We will engage with any companies or external stakeholders who are interested in working with 

us towards the benefit of our students’ learning, personal development and career development. 

Such engagements are valued as part of a sustainable programme which will continue to build 

each year, an ongoing process rather than a successful and exciting ‘one off’. 

External stakeholders should be assured that their investment in time, space and training effort 

will help towards a more effective and responsive recruitment potential, i.e. that the studios will 

be able to more reliably access suitable candidates for recruitment.  

We need this policy to work for the Irish animation industry, for IADT and other participating 

colleges, and most of all, for our students and graduates. 
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Appendix 5  Programme Team Response to Validation Panel Report 

 

Programme Code:  DL832 

Programme Title:  Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in Animation 

Award Title:   Bachelor of Arts  

NFQ Level:   Level 8 

ECTS Credits:   240 Credits 

Award Type:   Honours 

Delivery Mode:  Full-time/Part-time/ACCS 

Duration:   4 Years 

Validation Date:  12th June 2014 

 

Findings of the Panel 

Condition Response/Action by Programme Team 

1. The team to review the document for any phrase that includes 
‘could be’ (examples include pages 103, 105, 107 and 109); 
assessment strategy across all modules needs to be clear and 
concise. The assessment strategy across all modules should be 
clear and concise for the student. 

Appropriate amendments made 

Recommendations Response/Action by Programme Team 

1. Stage 3 Review title of Group Industry project. Group Industry Project 10C is now titled Group Industry and Professional 
Practice 

2. Consider precise word count for Thesis and all written 
assignments. 

Changed to "Thesis 15C assessment to be an 8,000 word written thesis with 
alternative modes, as required" 

3. Finalise the industry discussion document into an industry 
placement policy. 

Document has been finalised 

4. Review the year 1 Introduction to FACT module after a year. Plan to review at Summer Programme Board 

5. Module descriptors could be updated for clarity. Some amendments have been made to titles and credits 

6. Assignment submission process and policy needs to be reviewed.  
Consider greater clarity for deadlines and penalties. 

Assessment strategy has been reviewed and clarity regarding assessment 
submissions and processes have been agreed on and changed 
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7. The continuing of staff development in technology and software 
should be considered at Institute level. 

Training and Development is currently covered under the Official Institute 
training and Development Policy and is open to all staff within the Faculty. 
This policy is open to all strands of staff development through investigative 
research and practical single purpose training such as software up skilling 
etc. 

 

 

 


